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Haiqing Hua(Oct.1)
 
during the 1980s, Haiqing has published over 200 poems in Chinese publication,
and after 1989, he stopped writing and lately he moved to Canada, recently he
started to write poem in both Chinese and English languages.
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A Cup Of Coffee In Acura
 
????????
A cup of coffee in Acura
 
???????????
Coffee in Markham Acura is free of charge
?????????????
It is part of the car sales service
?????????????
Sometime they would give you a coffee mug
?????????
Printed on is the Acura image
????????
Actually it is not at all free
???????????????
Those cost will be showing on the auto purchasing price
 
????????????
People aren't going to car dealer for nothing
????????????????
Normally for buying repairing or maintenance
?????
I am no exception
??????
When I back out from garage
?????????????
Side mirror on my right scraped the garage door frame
????????
The whole mirror smashed completely
 
?????
This kind of accident
??????
I felt even ashamed to talk about
??????
Super low grade mistake
?????
But it is better than
???????????
This kind of accident happening in highways
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?????????
That would not only be shameful
??????????
That would be a real accident
 
?????????
Luckily it happens not so far
??????
At the doorsteps of my own home
??????????
Like the Custom of a small country
???????
This is my house
????????????
I can do what I really like
????
And I can
??????
Drive to Markham Acura
????????
Have a cup of free coffee
 
?????
And I know
??????????
This cup of coffee is not cheap at all
 
???????
COPYRIGHT OLIVER HUA
 
Haiqing Hua
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A Girl One Year Older
 
???????
 
?????
????
????
????
??????????
???????
 
????????
?????????
 
????????
??????
??????
?????????
?????????
 
????????
?????????
 
A girl one year older
The girl of my neighbor
Quietly grows
One small tree
Thriving with time
A day to celebrate of birth
A day for friends to get together
 
A girl grow one year older
A million miracles can happen
 
One of them is friendship
Sometime it happens with no omen
Sometime it happens with a purpose
As the little poem I am writing
A sincere wish for you happy birthday
 
The neighbor girl one year older
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All miracles are all possibilities
 
Haiqing Hua
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A Night Of East Wind
 
????
A night of east wind
????
A night of east wind
I wonder
???????
If it is the winter extension
??????
Or the spring effulgence
?????????
Though, early morning,
Full clouds and rains under heaven
 
????
A ground of damp
???????
I wonder
If it is the winter icy frost
??????
Or the spring clear dew
?????????
Though, open doors,
To embrace thee fragrant breathe
 
????
Silent as me
???????
I wonder
If it is the memory of the past
??????
Or the longing of the future
?????????
Lost in deep thought, waiting
The news from you
 
Haiqing Hua
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All Foreign Songs Surrounding
 
????
All foreign songs surrounding
????,
All foreign songs surrounding
?????
Thee autumn wind blowing
????,
The heart as solid as rock praising
?????
The body as firm as the pines standing
 
Haiqing Hua
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An Evening Night Deduced The Poem Of Tang Dynasty
 
???????	
An evening night deduced the poem of Tang Dynasty
 
???????	
An evening night deduced the poem of Tang Dynasty
??????????	
Eventually a dusk hovering over North America sky aging
	
????????	
Storm has already been tranquilized
??????	
So dark is the window beyond
	
?????????????	
So tranquilized not only the North America sky aging
?????????	
The shock inside has already a peace of mind
	
?? ?????	
The warmth memory of south country
?????	
Plum rains so remote
?????	
Old walls such motley
	
???????	
An evening night deduced the poem of Tang Dynasty
??????????	
All the streetlights lit in succession
 
Haiqing Hua
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Autumn Is So Stubborn
 
??????
Autumn is so stubborn
 
????????????
Suddenly felt autumn is such a stubborn boy
?????
He doesn't want to leave
??????????????
He wants to stay with sunshine so bright
??????????????
He wants to stay with so breeze so warm
?????????????
When the time winter ought to come
 
??????
Autumn doesn't want to leave
??????????
As the leaves left on the tip of the tree
??????
Even winter comes
???????
Friends have all left
?????????
It's a season for others to be on stage
 
????????
But autumn is such a stubborn boy
??????
He doesn't want to go
???????
As the sun in autumn
??????
Still bright as the beginning
??????????
Breeze like so fondling my blue shirt
 
???????
Weather is so mild
?????
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I feel flattered
????????
The unnamed terror deep in heart
???????
All because of the change of seasons
????
Winter doesn't come
????
My heart is restless
 
????????
This autumn is such a naughty boy
?????
He doesn't want to leave
???????????
Dark cloud of winter has already quietly stepped on stage
??????????
Gradually the bright sunshine has been isolated
????????
A fight is hidden inside
????????
A fight between autumn and winter
 
???????
Children are beside me
??????
They are doing their home work
????
I am writing poem
?????????
They are broadcasting the poem of Walt Whitman
 
?????
Autumn is outside of my windows
???????????
A tiny house in Fawndale Crescent of Toronto
???????
Time quietly flows
???????
Although autumn is so stubborn
?????
Winter is on its way
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???????
COPYRIGHT OLIVER HUA
 
Haiqing Hua
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Autumn Time Not A Time Enjoy The Moon
 
?????
Autumn time not a time enjoy the moon
?????,
Autumn time not a time enjoy the moon,
??????
As it is a time longing for homeland.
?????,
Turning back at the end of summer,
??????
A sudden departure toward Atlantic.
 
?????,
Is there any more moon cake?
??????
I still have the wine in my cup.
?????,
A toast thousand cups emptied,
?????!
The sun sets what a wonderful autumn!
 
Haiqing Hua
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Beauty
 
??
 
Beauty
 
???????????
Beautiful happens everyday
????????
Wind stops on the height of tree branches
???????
You walk toward me from street corner
???????
I must adjust word font
???????
To adopt those beauties
 
????
A layer of lowering dark cloud
????
Though my mood is in the other side
?????
Bright as shining of the sun
???????
Penetrated the thickness of cloud layer
????
All brightly whitened under the sky
 
?????????
You also had such beauty in your life
???????
Only you have been so busy
??????
Just like those vehicles
????
Penetrating states and capitals
????
With an uncertain destination
 
????????
With highways winding rugged
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?????
Those heavily loaded vehicles
????
Profit driven
???????
Same heavily loaded
?????
Are those people
???????
Beauty knowing nowhere going nowhere
 
Haiqing Hua
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Begins Here
 
????
Begins here
 
??????
Thought begins here
???????
Objects that can be seen
????
Never stop moving
??????
Inspiration escaping
 
???????
Sky and cloud very quiet
???????
So scarily quiet
??????????
You can hear the sound of one drop of water
 
?????????
I met supervisor at the platform
????????????
Smiling face, bustling hustling goodbye
?????????
An existence seriously neglected
??????
Thought begins here
 
????????
A full cart of tired people
????????
Motionless, faceless
??????
Dark colored clothes
???????????
Allows the dust and pollute in the work places
??????
Looked not that obvious
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????????
Smell sometimes cannot be covered
??????????????
It unveiled some secrets that nobody like to talk
???????
If there is no reasonable pay
??????????????
There is no working place that makes people happy
 
??????
Smell that is hardly covered
???????
It dispersed around the air surrounding us
???????
Begins here this thought
?????????
Just like the smell that can be hardly covered
?????
It really smells
 
Haiqing Hua
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Blue Sky, Yellow Leave, Storm Autumn Wind
 
???????
Blue sky, yellow leave, storm autumn wind
???????,
Blue sky, yellow leave, storm autumn wind,
??????
But only a setting sun.
???????,
Knowing nowhere the dream soul each and every night,
??????
The business really cost too much thought.
???????,
Again bright moon with the most emotions,
???,
Looking at ocean and sea,
????,
Flowing cloud flying over,
????????
The market is rather a battlefield.
 
Haiqing Hua
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Borderless Heart
 
????
Borderless heart
 
????
Borderless heart
????
On this side of water
????
So distant is my heart
????????
The sorrow of isolation as borderless as the ocean
 
????
River isolating water
?????
A beauty dies so young
????
The beauty dies so young
????
The weather bird aside along
 
????
End season of autumn
????
The stage for winter to dance
?????
The dance of winter
????
Wind snow ice frost
 
????
Borderless heart
??????
Boundless wide field and sky
?????
Those unidentified
????
Just as those strangers
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????????
Time changes condition worsening
????????
Learn autumn sun winter cold frost
????????
Season's rich and contains
???????
Regardless killing temperature
??????
Or sudden warm turn cold again
 
????
Borderless heart
???????
Those use to be huge
??????
Turn to be worthless
????
The lifelong pursuit
????
Finally turn back to zero
 
????
Borderless heart
?????
Hanging high on air
??????
By those passerby
?????
Ruthlessly forgotten
 
 
???????
COPYRIGHT OLIVER HUA
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Children Coming Back
 
????
Children coming back
 
????
Children coming back
????
A joyful tuning world
?????????????
Brother taking video in the backyard with his classmates
???????????
Sister doing homework with her companion
????
My heart fully filled
???????
As peasant watching the farm
???????
The soil that grow hopes
 
Haiqing Hua
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Cold Season Duck Cook
 
????
Cold season duck cook
 
 
?????
Cold season of the year
????
But the winter night
????
It is the end of the year
????
Cold snow frozen wind
????
Children are innocent
????
Crying for gourmet
????
Delicious and tasty
???????
Cold season duck is the best
 
????
Cold season duck cooking
?????????
A seasoning of simple life
????????
Wide field mountains hills soil
?????
A place afar
?????
Use to be a home of old timers
???????
Old place old pal old people
???????
Cooking with same recipe
 
?????
Year-end cold winter
?????
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Season cooking ducks
??????
Low heat slowly stew
????
Fragrance wonderfully filled
??????
The taste in the air
?????
The taste of old place
??????
Old pal old people friends and kin
 
 
???????
COPYRIGHT OLIVER HUA
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Cold Winter Cool Moon
 
????
Cold winter cool moon
 
????
Cold winter cool moon
????
A chill time of the year
???????
A season of dark cloud over sky
 
????
The time is middle noon
???????
Weather is just like dusks
????
Haze all over
 
????
Sometimes snow listening
????
Gurgling sounding
???????
Just like the purling time gliding
 
????
So profound is the silence
?????
So huge a silence
????????
All over mountains and fields covers sky and lands
 
????
The time is middle noon
????
A silence to hear needle drops
???????
Silence as soft silk carpet
?????????????
You can still hear a needle drops onto ground
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????
Cold winter cool moon
????
Going out nowhere
????????
Time nicely quiet as first meet
????????
Even though the season is not as good as before
 
???????
COPYRIGHT OLIVER HUA
 
Haiqing Hua
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Critics
 
??
Critics
 
???????
People started to criticize you
??????
This is a good thing
????????
They started paying attention to you
??????
What you did
????????
Intrigued their antipathy
???????
The believe system inside them
????
Has been moved
 
??????
One new thing
????
New idea
????
New method
???????
Started to move the old fashion
??????
It is dangerous to do so
????????
Because it doesn't follow the rules
 
??????
Old rules speak
?????????
They rule their territory
??????
Any new moves
???????????
All can become the enemy of the old
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??????
They started to talk
?????????
They want to stop a change
???????????
This change made them lost their position
???????
This is no good for them
 
???????
You need to analyse the critics
?????
They criticize you
???????
Proved your value
????
Your existence
??????????
It is a challenge to them
 
??????
All the old rules
?????
Will face changes
???????
It is your value
??????
You may be wrong too
???????
But you must exist
?????????
As it is not one of your own choices
 
?????
I permit to speak
??????
As I have a brain
????????
Not that smart kind
????????
But an ordinary kind
????????
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Same as those surround us
 
????????????
The number of smart people grows
?????????
This world looks too small
??????
People started to criticize
??????
It getting noisier
 
 
???????
COPYRIGHT OLIVER HUA
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Dark Cloud
 
??	
Dark Cloud
???????	
Dark cloud moves over the sky
????????	
Outside the cloud layer, shines the sunlight
	
???????????	
The human kind inside various buildings
	
????????	
Motionless in a variety of  moments
???????	
As those still life in painting
	
???????????	
And then motion in a variety of periods
?????????	
As those plants outside of the windows
	
????	
Dancing with the wind
	2016 04 01 
 
Haiqing Hua
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Facts
 
??
Facts
????????????
Actually, I have not seen those facts
???????
Those are simple facts
????
It happens all the times
?????
People overlooked
????
Those facts
 
??????
I hear the voices
???????
The voice prehistorically
????
It scares me
 
??????
This is a matter of facts
???
Very simple
???
Told you
?????
You do not care
 
???????
I want to sing for those facts
???????
Those simple facts
????????
Sometimes not even I would know
??????????
What kind of tune or how loud it can be
 
??????
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I want to tell you
???????
These are real, I swear
???????
It doesn't matter if you see it or not
??????
Facts are facts
????
They exist
???????
Just like those leaves around us
???????
And the drifting Autumn
 
Haiqing Hua
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Five Autumns 2
 
??????
Five autumns 2
 
????	
Autumn has a meaning of rain
????	
Longing the time of young
????	
Time passes as a dance
????	
A music of the wind
	
????	
A falling of thy leaves
????	
How brilliant is its postures
????	
What an eternal creature in life
????	
As water flows, as poem flees
	
????	
The best is October
????	
In the middle of autumns
????	
Time and space reciprocate
????	
A tangible real, the empty hollow
	
????	
No butterflies, no birds
????	
Cooling down the whole universe
????	
Relaxed thee in a happy evening
????	
Until midnight falling thinking
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????	
What a cheering voice
????	
The singing of birds
????	
Splendid sound brightens
????	
A best choir of autumn rhythm
 
October,2016
 
Haiqing Hua
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Hometown Crowded Metro
 
???????
Hometown crowded metro
 
?????????????
Friend posted picture of hometown crowded metro
???????????
Cannot help want to tell them
????
Watch out for thieves
?????????
Hometown crowd metro
?????
Many thieves there
????????
My cellphone has been stolen
????
It looks that
???????????
I realize those who stole my cellphone
 
??????
One on my left and one right
???????????
Set my two arms up on the air
????
Another person
????????
Seems squeeze out from the crowd
?????????
It is him who stole my cellphone
?????????
In the metro with same crowd of people
???????
People looked the same
??????
There is no sign on the thieves
 
?????
I was careless
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????????
As not that often to take on the metro
?????
Doesn't know the market
??????
Thieves have sharp eyes and fast hands
??????
As thunder that deafens your ears
?????
You are so unprepared
????????????
In so crowd hometown metro
 
???????????
In the picture friends posted
????????
Many people with obscure face
????
I am not sure
???????
If they are all good people
????????????
I only want to tell every one of them
????
Watch out for thieves
 
???????
 
Haiqing Hua
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I Am The Revenge
 
?????
I am the revenge
 
?????
I am the revenge
?????
No forgive for those betrayal
???????
This life this world this day
????????
Revenge, revenge, revenge
 
????
The one revenged
????
The hatred accumulating
???????
Some brought in from the previous life
???????
Some are sinful greed in this world
????
For those with no regret
????
I forgive not
 
??????
Life is passion
???????
The world with no passion
?????
The hell in the world it is
????
The passion between you and me
??????
Can be just a blink of time
????????
A blink of time can be eternal
???????
Blinking solidified love
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?????
As huge monument
??????
Remember Dai Yu bury the followers
??????
So many flowers
????????
Especially those wide flowers
?????
Who can bury them all?
 
?????
I am the revenge
?????
Specially question those who betrayed
 
 
???????
COPYRIGHT OLIVER HUA
 
Haiqing Hua
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I Can Be Your Eyes
 
????????
I can be your eyes
 
 
??????????
When I write down this line
??????
Sunray has broken the cloud
????
The light of heaven all over
??????????
Remember the poems wrote when I was young
???????????
Remember the beautiful girls like sunshine
?????????
They broke the cloud of time
??????
Expose their smile to me
 
???????
People cannot see themselves
?????????
Cannot even through mirrors
?????????
They must be seen by others
?????????
I can be your eyes
????????
Watch the world for you
??????
Watch you for the world
 
??????????
Toronto is not cold at all this year
???????
Going out when time permits
????????
The grass not yet turning yellow
????????????
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Although the leaves on those trees all gone
????????
The sunshine still bright and warm
???????
It dropped on the ground
????????
Penetrate the window grid dropped in house
 
???????
I can see all these
?????
Although you are not here
???????
I watch it for you alright
????
Time quiet and good
????????
Just as what they have said
?????
You don't need to worry
???
I am here
 
???,????
I am here, my love
????????
I can be your eyes
????????
Watch this world for you
??????
Watch you for this world too
 
???????
COPYRIGHT OLIVER HUA
 
Haiqing Hua
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I Know My Autumn
 
???????
I know my Autumn
????? ??
I know my Autumn
????
Come just in time
????
A face of Autumn
???????
The last smile of seasons
??????
Glittering, sorrowing, refreshing
 
????? ??
I know my Autumn
????
Never missed time
????
A heart of Autumn
???????
A time suring like tide
??????
Tumbling, raging, agitating
 
????? ??
I know my Autumn
????
A date with rain and wind
????
A road of Autumn
???????
Marching from past to future
??????
Winding, stumbling, flowing
 
Haiqing Hua
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I Like Talking To Water
 
???????
I like talking to water
 
???????
I like talking to water
??????????
Quietly talking alone
??????
Time alone
????
Converse with water
 
?????????
There is no such thing still water
????????
Even the water inside the pipe
????
They flow
????????
I like the word flow
?????????
As flow means breeding
 
???????
Before it happens
????
Everything looks quiet
????
No sound
????
Silent field
 
??????
But we all know
????
In silence
 
????
Talking with water
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????
It must echo back
????
Echoing in empty valley
??????
In empty street
 
????????
They echo my talks
???????
I am echoing myself
??????
Use the shape of water
 
????
The shapeless of water
????
Is huge shape
??????
You and I are among it
???????
Become part of water
??
Or
??????????
Water is a part of us
 
????????
This world stays like so
????
Never ever
???????
Change for any and every person
 
???????
COPYRIGHT OLIVER HUA
 
Haiqing Hua
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I Stand On The Yellow Leave Grass In The Wood
 
???????????
I stand on the yellow leave grass in the wood
 
???????????
I stand on the yellow leave grass in the wood
????
With no thought
 
???????
Everything is empty
???????
Many voices around
????????
They have spoken nothing
 
????
This kind of moment
?????????
There shouldn't be this idling time
 
????????
People should be busy with life
????????
No thought should be here
????
Nor like so
??????????
Standing on the yellow leave grass in wood
?????????
Thinking about a poem unknown
 
???????????
December is an important month
?????
Yearend month
 
???????????
Where are all those winter snows?
??????
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I cannot find them
?????
Winter of last year
?????
They were all here
 
??????????????
On the yellow leaves grass in the wood where I am standing
?????
They are all gone
???
Disappeared
 
???????????
I stand on the yellow leave grass in the wood
????
With no thought
 
?????????
The people and experience in the past
???????
Has no meaning at this moment
 
?????
The days ahead
????????
Like the beginning of December
 
?????
The winter of this year
????
Not that cold
??????
But worries people
 
??????
Yellow grass in the wood
????
Waved by the wind
??????
But with no voice
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???????
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Ideas
 
??
Ideas
 
?????
Ideas likes vacuum
?????
It doesn't have shapes
?????
Neither the colors
?????
Ideas is huge
??????????
Not due to its volumes or weight
 
 
?????
I saw ideas
?????
The uncertainty it contains when flying
????????????
I sit quietly there watch the ideas
?????
Want to talk with it
??????
Those ideas do not have language
???????????
They don't like us with so much bullshit
 
????????
Language is the disease of human kind
??????
Maybe not the cancers
??????
Maybe it is the cancers
?????
I am not clear
?????
But I know for a fact
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????
We do talk
??????
But with no ideas
???????????
Idea is not in our dialogues
????????
Human likes to blow horns
????
Sound so loud
??????
But with no ideas
 
Haiqing Hua
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If You Have Tears
 
??????	
If you have tears
??????	
If you have tears
???????	
Allow her like the stream rolling down
	
????????	
Quietly rolling the tear rolling down
????????	
Like the melting candle rolling
	
?????	
Aged candleholder
???????	
Spotless is thee my heart
	
?????	
Aged thee my heart
???????	
Spotless is thee candleholder
	
????????	
Like the melting candle rolling
????????	
Quietly rolling the tear rolling down
	
???????	
Allow her like the stream rolling down
??????	
If you have tears 
 
Haiqing Hua
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It's Noble To Sit And Write Poem
 
????????????
It's noble to sit and write poem
 
????????
Sit down quietly
???????
So quiet the time
????????
How brutal if you break it
??????????
Then sit down and enjoy
????
A cup of tea
????
Read a book
 
??????
Time flows like peace
?????
Peacefully flows
????
Peaceful as virgin
?????????
A virgin land that no man has ever come
?????????
Just this quiet and peaceful time
??
Flows
 
??????
Time is money
?????????
The time flows you seen
????????
All golden blinking wealth
????????
You see how rich we are
?????????
So much time flows
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??????
We can think
???????
We can also write poems
 
????
You sit down
????????
Peacefully quietly sit
???????
Best to lay open a piece of paper
?????
Write with real pen with inks
????????
Even with sloppy handwriting
????????
Only begin with one line of poem
???????
You are so noble as noble can be
 
??????
You sit and write a poem
?????
Like a nobleman
 
???????
COPYRIGHT OLIVER HUA
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Languages
 
??
Languages
 
????????
Between this language and that language
????
I got lost
??????????
It is not necessary the word
????????
I must find that word
??????
That word is very important
???????
I cannot afford to lost it
?????
They are dialoguing
???,?????????????
I know, they actually don't know what they are talking about
??,????
However, I can hear
????
Some sounds
??????
Maybe not the language
???????
We may understand
??????
Just these stuff
????
Amazes me
???,????
Some words, dropped onto the ground
????????
I know what they meant
??????
But I dare not to say
????
That is it for now
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???????????
Actually I can continue talk like this
????????
I have a lot to say
??,???
However, I am sleepy
??
Good night
2016.11.02 Toronto
 
Haiqing Hua
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Lead Cloud As A Curtain
 
????
Lead cloud as a curtain
????
Lead cloud as a curtain
?????
A sky like so
????
Silent thinking is sorrow
 
?????
Wind comes as promised
????
A whole forest tress waves
????
The storm is on the way
 
?????
Music and songs
????
Vivid told as weeping
 
???
At an abrupt stop
????
A sudden holds all the tear
 
 
Haiqing Hua
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Listen To Water Flows
 
????
Listen to water flows
 
????
Water is flowing
?????
The sound of the flows
??????
As a song as a music
????
It flows
 
?????
Someone is listening
?????
He leans his ears listening
???????
Vivid as a painting
??????
The picture of leaning
 
????
Listen to water flows
????????
Chirping sound as bird's twitter
????
By the shore of a river
????
By the bank of a ocean
????
Leaning ears listen to water flows
 
????
Listen to water flows
????
You feel the emotion
????
Heart moving emotion
????
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As the water moves
 
????
Water is moving
??????
It is moving all directions
?????
Where is the end of world?
????????
That can end my longing
????
As water that moves
 
???????
COPYRIGHT OLIVER HUA
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Man Woman
 
????
Man woman
 
???????????
Man and woman must not be the same
???????????
All the talks about equality are all lies
??????
Man action with strength
??????
Woman action with reason
???????
Those are all different
??????????
Different thought different method
 
???????????
The give from a man is given from power
???????????
The give from a woman is given from heart
?????????
Man support a house
????????
Woman turn house into home
??????????
Those all seems been designed
????????
All functions intervened mingled
??????????
But all clean and crystal clear
 
???????????
Without man woman cannot become a woman
???????????
Without woman man cannot become a man
????????
The plan calculated by woman
????????
It's fine for a man to act on it
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??????????????
The plan made by woman probably made for man
?????????????????
What man acted are but those designed by woman
?????
It is as simple as this
 
??????
The western world is different
????????
But man is still man
??????
Woman is still woman
?????
Other sexes
?????????
Are quite different with man and woman
????????
Some issues have no resolution
????????
Some issues are so obscure
 
????????
Man and woman in tradition
??????
Are gradually merged
??????
Difference disappeared 
 
???????
COPYRIGHT OLIVER HUA
 
Haiqing Hua
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Moss
 
??
Moss
 
????????????
The name of poetry anthology by an old pal
?????????
Moss creates a remote artistic impression
????
A kind of instinct
??????????
Brought us back to the ancient ambit
????????????
Where we all have to go back
??????
We have left it so far too long
??????????
Almost forgot the way we come
 
??????????
Moss is also a natural phenomenon
????????
It grows in wetland and water area
????
Live with water
?????
Water with no color nor odors
??????????????
Moss normally is green with natural smell
 
?????
Water like pure poem
???????
Moss like modern poem
??????
One with no color nor odors
??????????????
One normally is green with natural smell
 
????
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Moss and water
??????????
They are two matters completely different
???????
As every poet
?????
They all different
?????????????
But people must classify them as same kind
?????????
This is funny
 
????????
Moss in my memory
?????????
Different with the memory of my friend
?????
We are friends
????????????
Moss is something we can share
??????
Moss is not woman
????????
Nor our child
 
?????????
But I want write a poem for moss
????????????????
Because moss is not only a name of the anthology of my friend
??????????
Moss is also a natural phenomenon
???
Just like water
 
????
To Liming
 
???????
COPYRIGHT OLIVER HUA
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My Qr Code
 
Let's read poems
I am in Fawndale Crescent of Toronto,
writting peoms in both English and Chinese for you,
writting about the beauty of life I saw.
 
scan the QR Code go to go to my WeChat public account
 
Haiqing Hua
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On-Call
 
??
On-call
 
????????
Very carefully seeking details
???????
Like detectives tracking down the criminals
?????
A lot of details
?????
All around you
?????????
Only need to carefully seek
???????
You will find them
 
?????????
Winter likes an estrus cat
????
An endless tyranny
???????
Winter just begins
??????
Heating don't stop
??????
Nor stops the heartbeat
 
???????
Seal reinforced windows
????
Suffuses all the mist
??????
Soften the light rays
???????
The whole day felt as dusk
 
?????
The days on call
?????????
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Time seems of my own
?????
Any time will be called
?????????
A phone call, a message
?????????
Email is also a tool of communication
 
?????
All easy jobs
????????
Only needs you stand and walk
??????
You can also talk
??????
But nobody listen
???????
As talking to the air
?????
All crazy
 
??????
I can still write poem
???????
Carefully seeking details
???????
Like detectives tracking down the criminals
?????????!
Life is really full of details!
 
Haiqing Hua
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Poet Sells Houses In Toronto
 
????
Poet sells houses
???
Oliver Hua
 
????
Poet sells houses
?????????????
Doesn't it make the house to be poetic?
????
I don't know
?????
But I know
?????
Poet is also a person
???????
Also needs cloth food house and car
???????
Poem is something intangible something near your soul
?????
Material world
????????
Many times driving in the opposite direction with poetry
 
????
Poet so called
????????
A combination of poetry and person
????
The intangible of poetry
????
The material person
???????
Closely contradictive to each other
?????????
The top and the bottom of forms
?????????
A combination can only be followed
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????
A poet sells houses
??????
A combination of flesh and soul
?????
The realty it sells
???????
Beatified poetically
?????????????
Injects the material realty the meaning of spirit
 
 
I am taking the courses now, in the future, I want to work with a good real
estate brokerage that can give me good support, I don't mind to share more
commission with those who help me out.
 
??????????????
????????????
?????????
??????????????????
????????????????
????????????????
???????????????
??????????,????????????,??,?????????????,????????,??,?????????,??????????????
,????,???,????
????????:Haiqing Hua(?????????,???,????)
Email        6474680166toronto@
Cell          1-647-468-0166
WeChat  china-marketing-hua
 
Haiqing Hua
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Poetry Can Best Dress You Up
 
????
Poetry can best dress you up
 
???????????
I cannot find anything in the world
?????????
That can be as rival with the beauty of poetry
?????????
Only a few words needed in poetry
???????
Unlike steel buildings
???????
Unlike huge marketplace
????????
They all need huge investment
 
???????
Market will eventually vanish
???????????
No matter if it is built with steels
????
Poetry stays
??????
Language close to thoughts
??????
Poetry close to soul
????
Thoughts eternal
????
Soul immortal
 
??????
People judge appearance
??????
Like to have proper dresses
?????
This is very normal
??????
But in many cases
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??????????
People usually forget the intrinsic strength
?????????
The strength of poetry is intrinsic
???????
Compose the soul of human kind
??????????
Also exists in the personal characteristics
 
????????
We often saw
??????????
Often showing off of the stylish and hyper smart people
????????????
Many of them you cannot see their heart
??????
They are cool face silent
????????
Never care what you think
?????????
Never share their opinion
????
I deeply doubt
??????????
If they have their own opinion
 
????????????
But poetry can show your heart
????????
So beautifully showing uninterrupted view
 
Haiqing Hua
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Rain After
 
?? 	
Rain after
?????????	
The chilly rain pouring out last night
?????????	
This morning still sprinkling pattering slight
	
?????????	
Metal window lattice where the wind penetrating
??????????	
Sounding so calm and gloomy like twilight
	
?????????	
Flying bird gliding over the enshrouding skylight
?????????	
The singing wood posture their blue mood
	
??????????	
The dust deposition on the surface of tree leaves
?????????????	
Wetted by the rain water dispersing a beauty of paint
	
?????	
On every leaf of all leaves
?????????	
There is such a beauty of paint
????????????	
Although they will eventually falling onto the dirt
	
????????	
Colored still objects
??????????	
Including those resting buildings
	
?????????????	
In front of us solidifying to be a sculpture
	
?????????	
Mood kept continuous changing
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??????????	
Due to the picturesque insight
????	
Some sudden thoughts may emerging
	
?????	
Ambiguous is the life
???????	
It never can be clearly told
	
??????	
Where you can exchange
?????	
The morning in late winter
????????	
So tranquil after the rain
	
?????????	
It allows me to set still in front of my desk
???????????	
Recording some cognition that soon disappearing
 
Haiqing Hua
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Ratan Tata??????
 
???????????Ratan Tata??????
 
1. Don't educate your children to be rich. *Educate them to be Happy.
So when they grow up they will know the value of things not the price
1,????,????,?????,?????
 
2. 'Eat your food as your medicines. Otherwise you have to eat medicines as your
food'
2,??????,??,??????????
 
3. The One who loves you will never leave you because even if there are 100
reason to give up they will find one reason to hold on.
3,??????,??????,???????
 
4. There is a lot of difference between *human being* and *being human*. A
Few who understand it.
??????????,??????
 
5. You are loved when you are born. You will be loved when you die. In between
You have to manage...!
5,?????,??????,?????,?????
 
If u want to Walk Fast, Walk Alone..! But if u want to Walk Far, Walk Together!
????,?????
 
*Six Best Doctors in the World*:
         1. *Sunlight*
         2. *Rest*
         3.*Exercise*
         4. *Diet*
         5. *Self Confidence*
         &
         6. *Friends*
Maintain them in all stages of Life and enjoy healthy life.
??????:????????????????????????????,?????????
 
Haiqing Hua
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Remember The Day You Bought Me Wine
 
???????
Remember the day you bought me wine
 
???????
Remember the day you bought me wine
????
A poor student
????
Life time love monk
????
Falls into empty gate
?????
Never come back alive
 
??????
Remember those wines
????
Only to get drunk
??????
But cannot remember the way we come
?????????
We all have first meet
???????
Four years ten years fifty years
???????
Just so short the time
?????
Seems strangers
 
??????
Jade hands slim shadow red lips
?????
Thousand mingles right inside my heart
?????
As driving cars flying swords
?????
Where to kill?
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???????
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Right Shore Left Shore
 
????
Right shore left shore
 
???????
Out from Huntsmill Blvd
?????
You cannot move forward
???
You can only
????????
Either turn left or turn right
??????
Left or right are all alright
 
?????????
Just like shoreside on a river, left or right
??????
Water flows as usual
??????????
Don't care the direction of flows
????
Nor care
????????
Those on the water under the sky
 
????????
Time flows like so
????????
Never has it stopped
??????
No matter what the cause is
?????
Like so, flows
???????
Even as the ditches of the city
??
Flows
 
?????????
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People doesn't like this analogy
????????
Shakespeare never said that
?????????
Neither said so Li Bai & Du Fu
?????
I talk like that
??????????
Because many people talk like that
 
????????
But Huntsmill Blvd doesn't talk
?????
So quietly
????
One winding road
??????????
One road leading toward my neighborhood
????????????
Roadside trees planted as usual every same distance
 
?????????????
What I meant is when I drive northward
??????????
I felt I am floating on the river
?????????
Snow in winter and the killing cold
?????????
Reminds me the frozen river water
??????
We drive carefully
??????
Fear to sunken into hell
 
Haiqing Hua
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Showered With Luminous Lights
 
Showered with luminous lights
????? 
Showered with luminous lights
?????
A building reflects a dimmer night
????????
Those fresh junior green plants
??????????
Newly moved from their nursery
??????????
 
It used to be a busy square
???????????
People chatting, smoking
???????
Taking a break away from the office
???????????
 
Those huge glass windows
?????????
Enclosed many partition of business
?????????
Trading, monetary exchanges quietly processing
?????????????
 
People needs to keep mouth shut
??????
Eyes even half closed
????????
Computers flashing messages
??????????
Keyboard stroke the world pulse
????????
 
It is the building showering with mystery
??????????
Many secrets untold, undiscovered
?????????????
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Only during the after hours
????????
Tranquilized water
????
Rippling with showering luminesce
????????
Reflecting a retreat evening
??????????
 
Haiqing Hua
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Sing In Both Chinese And English
 
??????
Sing in both Chinese and English
 
??????
Sing in both Chinese and English
????????
Is a beautiful thing
????????
Not many people doing so
????????
It is what I want to make some changes
?????
Chinese and English
???????
They are two major languages in the world
 
??????????
I cannot think of any other language
????????
Has been used by so widely
????????????
Chinese speaking population is number one in the world
????????????
English speaking countries is number one in the world
?????????????????
I can masterly use all these two languages like mother language
 
????
This means
?????????????????
I can use mother language freely communicate with world most population
??????????????????
I can also use mother language freely communicate in world English countries
????????
All other languages are all limited
???????????
They are used only in their own country
?????
Very small population
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??????
Sing in both Chinese and English
??????
Just like a goose
?????????????
Though not chirrup as cuckoo sounding
??????
However goose flying
????
They line up in queue
????
With determined direction
 
 
 
 
???????
COPYRIGHT OLIVER HUA
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So Comes The Wind Today
 
????
So comes the wind today
 
????,?????
So comes the wind today, a blowing winning of blossom of flowers.
????,?????
North swallow flying south, for the moody heart embracement.
 
????,?????
A beautiful maiden, a handsome youth.
????,?????
So slow a world, winter goes spring comes.
 
????,?????
Moon chasing cloud so cold, ten thousand miles cold.
???,?????
Icy snowing night, all nature a frost.
???,????,?????
A longing for homeland, no seeing tearing eyes, only an ocean of water.
?????,????,?????
Sigh flying geese crossing long sky, salmon returning swim, against the current.
????,???,?????
Wondering looking at her, hand in hand, in longing hope.
 
????,?????
Rather loss a thousand gold, we cannot afford to lose our friends.
????,?????
It's time knowing our fate, touching today trace yesterday.
 
Haiqing Hua
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So Short A Day
 
????
So short a day
 
????
Worries but a day
????
So short a day
????
The sun is moving
????
Never a time stops
????
So short a life
????
Like so this day
????
Cannot stop
 
????
Worries but a day
????
Fast as white horse
????
White horse passing crevice
????
Cannot stop
????
Life is so short
????
In blinks it passes
 
????
So short a day
????
A good night is all we want
 
Haiqing Hua
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Spring Rain Attacks This Night
 
Spring rain attacks this night
By Oliver Hua
 
Spring rain attacks this night
Another sudden warmth defeated a night of winter cold
Dense rain fast pouring attacks over a thousand miles
Cloud fast moves a fogy night
Feathers of all flying birds turns into this scattered rain
In a night of rainy spring
 
The warmth of spring rain
It is because of March
The night of March
A month spring stays
Spring has come back
An attitude of fast thunder
Attacks from thousand miles
 
There is a March in every year
Always in expectation of messages
It is the regret of travelers
The regret by the end of world
Come with the night attacking spring rain
 
????
??:???
 
????
????????
????????
????
????
????
 
????
????
????
??????
????
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????
????
 
???????
????
????
????
??????
 
Haiqing Hua
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Street Bus
 
??
Street bus
 
???????????
Like this slowly driven street bus
???????
Careful precaution
?????????????
One foot never leave the brake pedal
???????
Aiming at all the possibilities
??????????
Completely sunken in the fear of desperation
 
?????????
Four hour training class
????????????
Prepared a corps for the community
?????????????
Street bus become a tool returning home
???????
A sudden gust of cold wind by autumn end
???????????
Minimum wage become a gossip of laugh
????????????
All the teasing and cynicism in the class
??????????
Even the teachers and training officers can do nothing about it
 
???????
Street bus quietly driving through
?Sherbourne ??????Jarvis????
From Sherbourne to Lake Shore to Jarvis turning back
?????????????
Passing all the colorful old houses along the roads
???????????????
Stopped at all the intersections along the roads
????????
People rushed in so much noises
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????????????
The same experience twenty years ago
 
????????
Time just likes this street bus
???????
Fundamentally red base color
???????
Metaphor that hardly understood
????????????
The twenty years processes over two oceans
?????????
Continuously rolling wheels
?????????
Rolling on the same street road
 
??????????
Danger even also due to those
??????
Unobvious changes
????????????
Ceaseless talking nonsense over four hours
?????????
As this sudden gust of autumn end cold wind
??????????
By this slowly driven street bus
????
Crushed head on
 
Haiqing Hua
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Sudden Warmth Of First Winter
 
????
Sudden warmth of first winter
 
???????
The most first winter of today
??????
Weather has suddenly turned warm
????
No time to change clothes
 
????
Autumn winter intervenes
???????
Rain or snow is hard to tell
????
The mood is obscure
???????
A journey gradually walking afar
 
??????????????
A walking distance from Fawndale Crescent to Briddletwon Circle
??????????
The road surface has been damped by rain water last night
???????
The time weather turning warm
?????
Many pedestrians coming out
 
????????
I have met twelve people
??????
A pretty good number
???????
It can be divided by two
????????
It can also be divided by three
???????
As well as four
????????
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Even by six
 
 
?????????
An old couple walking slowly
??????
They are not talking to each other
??????
They looked plump with cast off clothes
????????
The woman is aided with a crutch
???????
Oldman dragged a shopping cart
??????????
It is so obvious they are going for grocery
 
?????????
There are two people riding bicycle
????
No face showing
???????
Very low hat on their heads
????????
Tightly wrapped with dark scarf
??????
If it were during the night
??????
I would be scared
?????????
I stepped aside on the grass off the road
???????
Allow them to pass
 
??????????
There is a granny pushing a buggy
????????
On which her grandson sits
????????????????
Six students finish lunch and back to school
????????????
Just three boys and three girls
??????
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All are westerners
?????
No Chinese on sight
 
??????????
Today there is only me a Chinese
??????????
Walk from Fawndale Crescent to Briddletwon Circle
????
Walk alone
????
With no companion
 
????
Sudden warmth of first winter
????????
Indeed needs to get out and walk
 
???????
COPYRIGHT OLIVER HUA
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Sunshine At Midday
 
?????
Sunshine at midday
 
?????
Sunshine at midday
??????????
As in Beijing some 30 year ago
 
?????
That clock pendulum of little town
???????
With spindrift together roaring
?????
A proof of a time
 
??????
This sky of Toronto
????
A sunshine as a sunshine
????????
Splendid like gunpowder burning
???????
Also the sound of roaring
 
????
This is a time of times
????
Day and night, upside down
??????
There is no way for people to meet
 
?????
First floor of Toronto
???????
Also the sound of piano
???????
Chords intervenes main theme
 
?????????
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Same experience with war times
?????????
War times over hundred years of history
??????
And now in a peaceful corner
????
Remote to each other
 
??????
World has tranquilized down
??????
With heavy colors painting peace
 
??????????
Toronto spring is still cold
???????
Reminding me peach blossom season in my little town
?????
The spindrifts on the seashore afar
 
Haiqing Hua
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Talk With Night
 
????
Talk with night
 
????
Talk with night
??????
Just as talking to oneself
???????
No need for voice
??????
Neither need for gestures
???????????
Expression and posture are all counting for nothing
 
??????
Night gallops as shuttle
????????
The world of night shift people
??????
They sleep the day walk the night
?????????
As night attack in the war movies
???????
War has far from over
??????
The internal war is even worse
 
?????
The talk with night
????
With no audits
????
Everything seems
??????
No record filed
????
No worries
?????????
May talk from beginning until ending
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????
No problem
 
?????
Talking with night
?????
Need more listening
??????
Though there is no voice
???????
You can still hear
?????
Only if you listen
 
???????
All the voiceless voices
?????
Can be heard
?????
Vigorous like so
?????
Resounding like so
??????????
All amongst the talking with night
??
Tonight
 
Haiqing Hua
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The Cloud Fast Moving Eastward
 
?????????	
The cloud fast moving eastward
?????????	
The cloud fast moving eastward
?????????	
As the tide moving eastward
??????	
Typhoon also is the same
??????	
They all moving eastward
	
??????	
Here is the news from airport
?????????190???	
190 flights has been cancelled
??9??????????????	
So the flights for Shenzhen tomorrow morning at 9: 00 am thus become a
suspense
	
????,???	
The cloud layer is thin, very frail cloud layers
?????????	
Those sun lights outside the cloud layers
????????	
Casting out those colors pale and gray
	
????????????	
The tree trunks outside window widely raiding
??????????	
Almost knock down my glass so frail
	
??????	
Summer has not gone far
????????	
At a moment the storm tranquilized
???????????	
You can still feel that kind of heat
	
??????	
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Love has not gone far
????????	
Poetry and wine have not gone far
	
????????	
They are hovering under the low sky
????????	
Just as those hovering cloud
	
??????????	
The cloud layer during Typhoon is rather not gloomy
?????????	
You can see the sun still fervently flickering
???????	
Penetrating those cloud so frail
	
??????????	
Typhoon formed over the ocean surface
???????	
All the way northward, eastward
??	
Moving
	
????????	
We are quietly waiting
???????????????????	
The news from the airport about tomorrow flight to Shenzhen forward
 
Haiqing Hua
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The Death Of A Solders
 
The death of a solders
By Oliver Hua
 
The value of a solder is not the war
The value of a solder is the peace he protects
The war that causes people losing their home
Is evil
The evil war plunges people into misery and sufferings
In war, solder has a duty bound
 
Therefore
The honor of a solder
Will never be how does he live
But must be how does he die
The death of a solder
Must relates to war
Relates to the protection of peace
 
The death of a solder
It can happen
As long as this death
Can save more life
Stop the evil war
Sometime needs to take the risk of death
Needs the honor of solders' death
 
 
 
????
??:???
 
??????????
??????????????
??????????
????
????????????
??????
 
??
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?????
????????
????????
?????
????????
???????
 
?????
????
??????
?????????
???????
????????
????????
 
Haiqing Hua
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The Drizzling Rain In Toronto, Drizzling Like Shanghai
 
???????????
The drizzling rain in Toronto, drizzling like Shanghai
 
???????????
The drizzling rain in Toronto, drizzling like Shanghai
?????
The granny's Shanghai
???????
Raining wet ground surface
?????????
The road reflects same auto lights
?????
Fawndale Crescent small lane
?????????
A place exactly the same as the lane in Shanghai
 
?????
Cheongsam in the previous dynasty
?????????
Seems walked through streets here
?????????
The dynasties old shadow of figures
????????
A same imagination filled fully in heart
??????
The story of early century time
???????
Always left there in the old places
 
???????
Today the rain in Toronto
?????????????
I don't know when it started
??????
As the rain in Shanghai
??????????
Always pattering gabbling continuously
????????
Hit on the plantains as you talk
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?????
It is you talks
?????????
So obscure you are talking
????
Rain is not that heavy at all
????
Slight whispering
???????
As small secrete
????????
A puzzle with no solutions
 
???????????
The drizzling rain in Toronto, drizzling like Shanghai
?????
The granny's Shanghai
?????
A sudden drop
?????
On my face
?????
As a drop of tear
????
Sliding down sliding down
 
???????
COPYRIGHT OLIVER HUA
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The Woman In A Blink Of Time
 
??????
The woman in a blink of time
 
??????
The woman in a blink of time
??????
Nude body vivid exposed
???
In movement
?????????
When I half laying on sofa
????
One message
????????
As a greeting hanging on air
 
??????
The woman in a blink of time
????????
Invited me dancing in front of stair
????
Youthful time
?????
So simple clothes
???????
Uncovered handsomeness
?????????
Not even beauty to resist
 
??????
The woman in a blink of time
????????
Elegant smile graceful dance
?????????
A poem intrigued by you and no reason to hide
 
???????
COPYRIGHT OLIVER HUA
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There Must Be A Place Like So In My Memory
 
There must be a place like so in my memory
??????????
There must be a place like so in my memory
??????????
Hills of green trees clouds with fogs and mist
???????????
There must be a spring in the wild field tent
??????????????
Cooking with natural fires stones streams
????????????
Reading with candles dusky light
??????????
Practicing being a good person
????????
 
Fires can be a source of light
????????
Or a source of burning memory
????????
Where you can find I am still standing under that tree
?????????????????
Umbrella in hand, uselessly providing a shelter
????,???????????
A solitude person with a solitude cottage in a solitude wood 
????????????????
There must be some solitude lost in my memory
?????????????
 
Layers of layers vividly evolution of evolution
????????
Like the sunlight penetrating through
??????
Layers of layers even as thin as the air surrounding us
??????????????
There must be a place penetrating from farther away
????????????
Crossing rivers and rivers, climbing mountains and mountains
????
Lost in somewhere so remotely close to me
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?????????????
 
Haiqing Hua
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Think About Something
 
????
Think about something
 
?????????
Busy people always busy
??????
They don't have time
??????????
Their large amount of time has been occupied
??????????
Even no time go to washroom
???????
No time to pick up the phone
?????
They are working
???????
Working for money
 
??
Money
???????????
This word is not at all that simple
???????
Everybody is working
????
Working for money
??????????????
People has forgotten the other purpose of life
????????
All said money is not the purpose
???????
But when you have no money
?????????
The purpose of life is hard to achieve
 
???????
People with no money
???????
They have a hard life
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??????????
I can feel what they feel
??????
Time short of money
???????
Feel very bad
????????
Some people cannot resist
????????
They think it is unfair
????????
No money no funny
????????
No money no honey
 
???????????
Not at all those with no money
??????????
With no good education neither
?????
This is not a fact
?????????
Fact is many people with no money
???????
Many people has no job
????
They have time
?????
But with no money
 
?????????
I have thought about this for very long time
?????????
I cannot think of the reason inside
??????
The reason in depth
????????
They have thought for thousands of years
?????????
But still no good answer
????????
Those theories tossing about
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???????
Many people argue with each other
 
???????????
Those arguments have happened for thousands of years
????????
Many wars happened all because of this
 
?????????
Even those busy people
????????
They have work have business
??????
They are also complaining
??????
They don't have time
?????,????????
Many things they cannot to accomplish
??????
They have earned money
?????
Fill up the time
 
?????????
For those with no jobs
??????
They kept silent
???
Unlike me
????
I can write poem
???????
Those ordinary matters
?????
I can write them out
???????
This way many people can read
????????
They don't need to think about it themselves
 
???????
I speak out things
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???????????????
So the thought inside people published
??????
People can discuss
?????????
Because someone can think for them
????
Speak for them
 
??????????
Sometime it's better to speak out
???????
Sometime it's better to keep quiet
???????
It wouldn't work if you speak out
?????????
Some people choose to keep mouth shut
 
????????
It is always like that in the past and in the present in China or in Canada
???????
Some people choose to lie
???????
Many of them lie well
??????
Some people also speak
???????????
All what they say are useless
 
???????????
Speak becomes a tool of social
????
People talk
??????????
But there is no real communication
??????
Talking stops things stops
?????
Its' time going home
????
Something like that
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????
Somebody is talking
??????????
Sometime is on the university rostrum
??????
They speak like they know everything
????????
Speak with fervour and enthusiasm
????????
They want the audience to believe
???????????
Sometime they made themselves to believe
????????????
This is something great
??????????
You can convince yourself
 
?????????
Busy people always busy
???????????
They don't have time to think about this
????
Time flies
?????
You become old the moment you turn your eyes
 
 
???????
COPYRIGHT OLIVER HUA
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This Year Winter Comes Slow
 
?????????
This year winter comes slow
 
?????????
This year winter comes slow
?????
The slow cold
????
Suffusing the sky
???????
Air becomes fragile
??????
As frozen thin ice
??????????
So fragile it breaks even with a light touch
 
?????
This year winter
??????
Slow as a thinker
????
Comes cool headed
??????
Allow autumn has its liberty
?????
He comes slowly
??????
As a hidden soldier 
 
????
It is the cold in the morning
????????
Exposed the trace of winter
??????
Winter must come
???????
This is undoubted
?????????
Nobody doubt this fact
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??
Only
?????????
The pattern winter comes this year
???
Somewhat slow
 
??????
Those fast tempered
??????
Maybe so anxious in waiting
??????
Please be quick if you come
???????
Come with icy sky snowy ground
???????
Come with fierce wind angry snow
??????
Simply come, do it
 
???????????
But this year winter comes slow
?????????????
Sometime it takes rest at the turning corners
??????
Makes us anxious in waiting
????????
We are so anxious in waiting
???????????
But this year winter comes slow
 
???????
COPYRIGHT OLIVER HUA
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Those Birds Flying Over My Window
 
???????????	
Those birds flying over my window 	
????	
The dawn of summer
????	
A time for privet blossom
????	
Birds come to pay their tributes
	
???????????	
Those birds flying over my window
????	
Tweeting no more
	
?????????	
On the old tree outside my window
??????????	
There is a nest for them to rest
	
?????????	
Eaves of Ming and Qing Dynasty no more
???????????	
The sparrow swallow talk no more
	
???????	
A few new stylish cars
???????	
Along with those birds together
?????????	
Quietly gliding away from my window
	
???????	
Under the lonely parasol
????????	
The neighbor children stay
	
????	
Breeze wind blows
????	
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Colorful cloud flows
????	
And the setting sun mellows
	
???????????	
Those birds flying over my window
?????????	
Reminded me the sky in my past
 
Haiqing Hua
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Today
 
??
Today
 
?????????????
It uses to be a symbol of the Chinese poetry
?????????
But it has become yesterday already
????????
Even it is the day before yesterday
????
One matter
??????
You accomplished it
????
That is it
 
???????????
Every one of us has many todays
??????????
Some time it is a beautiful nice day
????????????
Some time it may be awfully bad failed
???????
But no matter what you think
???????
We must live through today
??????????
And today will always pass
??????????
As tomorrow will be another day
 
??????
Another today
??????
It may be completely the same
???????
It can also be completely different
??????
But after all
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???????
We will make some changes
???????
Not necessarily become better
????????
It might not become worse
 
????????
Just like you have two eyes
???????
You can open all of them
??????????
You can also close them all
???????
It is all up to yourself
????
It has nothing to do with me
 
??????????????
Today or tomorrow or the day after or the day before
?????
It has nothing to do with each other
??????
Where is the logic
??????
Life has no logic
???????
Life is flowing and rolling
????
That is it
 
??????
So what?
 
Haiqing Hua
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Twenty Four Addition
 
?????
Twenty four addition
 
?????????
Twenty four hours a day
?????????
You can find something
????????
Something usual
????????
Normally we do not pay attention
 
?????
But I found a little while after
??????????
The specialty of the number twenty four
????????
So I want to let you know
?????????
Actually, those maybe very useful
 
???????
I calculate it with addition
???
I discovered
?????????
This number can be decomposed
????????
And become eleven plus thirteen
 
 
??????
Those are all odd numbers
?????????
Some numbers are considered sinister
???????
The number of people in the last dinner
??????????11
And the Arabic number 11
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????????
So much loneliness, let alone so much   odd
 
????????
I calculate it with addition again
?????????
This number can be decomposed
???????
And become eight plus sixteen
 
??????
Those are even numbers
?????????
Some numbers are considered auspicious
????????
Eight sounds lucky in Cantonese
?????????????
Sixteen in Chinese means going well
????????
So much harmonious, and calm in peace
 
Haiqing Hua
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Two News
 
???
Two news
 
????????
Two news this year
?????????????
One is Trump elected as the president of USA
???????????????
Another is Castro of Cuba died
???????????
They are all leaders of North America countries
???????
The USA is the world leader
????????
Cuba is a small country of rebellion
 
???????
Two news happened successively
???????
Still no logic found
??????????
Actually the protagonists of these two news
???????????
All in late years of their life
?????????
One entered its peak
?????????
One entered its valley
?????
All North Americans
????
The old men of North America
 
??????????
These two news have little to do with me
?????
I am busy lately
????
Wife went to other country on business trip
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??????
Children are busy with home work
?????
Even during weekend
???????????????
I must send kids to those teachers
?????????????
They will teach them what I cannot
??????????
Such as piano, hokey etc.
 
??????????
But those two news spread all over
??????
Seems has its meaning
?????????
Some movement has been discussed for too long
???????
Discussions in politic matters
???????????
Discussion use to get me excited
??????
It is so normal as usual today
 
??????????
A man elected as the president of the USA
????????
A man died in Cuba
???????
Something happening often
???????
Nothing special about it  
 
???????
COPYRIGHT OLIVER HUA
 
 
 
Haiqing Hua
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Voice
 
??
Voice
 
?????
Voice is so strong
?????????
Can penetrate many obstacles
?????
Radiating all directions
 
??
Penetrating
??????????
Even dark night cannot stop voice
 
???????
You can hear voice
????????
Always alert people
 
?????????
Language composes the theme of voice
???????
Actually what we hear
??
Voice
?????
Is a kind of language
?????
Any voices
??????
Trying to alert us
 
????
Many times
?????
We cannot hear
?????
Or cannot understand
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??????????
That is the language the voice represents
 
???????
Voice is stronger than light rays
??????????
The final source of lights is the sun
??????
But when night arrives
?????
The rotation of stars
?????????
Can shield completely the sunray
 
???????
In the darkest night
?????
We cannot see
?????
Completely blind
 
??????????
But we always hear
????
These voices
?????
The voice of languages
?????
You cannot stop
 
??????
In the loneliest time
?????
You shall carefully listen
????????
The voice you can hear
??????
Is the voice to save you
 
??????
Voice reaches far
???????
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Not even light can reach
 
???????
COPYRIGHT OLIVER HUA
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Waiting By Hudson's Bay
 
Hudson's Bay?????
Waiting by Hudson's Bay
 
??????
It's all like that
??????
To wait is always long
?????????
You smell food in air
????????
Lost in deep thought like a fool
 
?????????
Busy music, noisy crowd
?????
Their language
??????
Come from all over the world
 
??????
And I know at this moment
????
I want go home
????
As in the afternoon
???????
I need to meet a man
 
???????????
At this time company calls in
???????
In no time there will be a project
???????
Needs my expertise
??????
Which means there is money in
 
?????
No mater what
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????????
I need to finish this poem
?????????
Because my father use to tell me
???????
You need to put an end on everything you started
2016.11.02 Toronto
 
Haiqing Hua
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Waning Autumn Melting Leaf A Plateau Of Yellow
 
???????
Waning autumn melting leaf a plateau of yellow
 
????
A mood like so
??????
All flow along autumn water
????
Thousands leaves there
????
Falling down by and by
 
?????????
A plateau of leaves yellow, a sky of autumn
????
A place no one knows
?????
Your letter come some times
??????
Good wishes exposed in reading
 
????
Ancient meaning like so
???????
A picturesque of deep meanings
???????
Just like the long day here
??????????
So busy but busy for nothing
????????
Here is morn again as yesteryear
 
????
Still able thinking in old language
?????
But always the new voice heard
?????
Opportunities come around
????
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New friend old pals
?????
Attentive gazing eyes
????
Always thanksgiving
???,???
Autumn will not cool down as friends I have like you
2016.11.03
 
 
Haiqing Hua
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Warden Station
 
????
Warden Station
 
??????????
It is an autumn where sunshine cannot reach
????
Warden Station
?????????5: 56???
First train eastbound arrives at 5: 56 am
?????????5: 47???
First train westbound arrives at 5: 56 am
????????????????
Those early birds seems ignored the schedule for the last trains
 
?????????????
There are a total of two escalators in Warded Station
?????
One escalator is upward
?????
Another is downward
??????
People going upward and downward
?????????
Sometimes red rose arise in dark colors
????????????
Sometimes black overcoat blowing out a road of dust
 
????????
The lady I saw
?????????
Is coming down from the platform
????
A woman in black
?????
A pale colored face
?????????
Obviously showing tiring and sickening
??????
The woman beside her
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??????
Seems her daughter
???????
Similarly in black
 
???????
Daughter looking all around
???????
I saw her mother
????????
Slowly falling down backward
?????????????
Her hands cannot hold onto the handrail
???????????
Collapsed slowly like the autumn leaves
 
?????
Time stands still
????????
When I rushed onto them
??????????
Still rolling downward is the escalator
????????
Slowly quietly rolling
????????????
I saw the pale effeminate hand up in air
?????????
A pair weak half closed eyes
????????
A ray of hope penetrating
 
Haiqing Hua
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White Dew Frosted ????
 
????
White dew frosted
???
Oliver Hua
 
????
Glacier is this morn
????
White dew frosted
??????
On top of neighbor roofs
?????
A thin layer
????
Flying bird doesn't stay
???????
Wet slippery cold roof
?????????
Area surround chimney
?????
Spills out is the warm heating
????????
Frosted dews melted there
 
?????
I stare at there from my window
????????
On top of neighbor roof
????????
Then the treetops afar
?????????
Then the sky further afar
?????????
No rain no snow neither the storm
????????
The weather forecast is not so accurate
???????????????
And I have lost the instinct about weather as I did in old country
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?????????
A morning of frosted white dew in North America
??????
There is no change of wind and cloud
?????????
Only the cold all over sky and soil
?????
Force people to retreat
????????
Inside the house with heating
 
?????
While on top of the house roof
????
White dew frosted
 
????
White dew frosted
???
Oliver Hua
 
????
????
??????
?????
????
???????
?????????
?????
????????
 
Glacier is this morn
White dew frosted
On top of neighbor roofs
A thin layer
Flying bird doesn't stay
Wet slippery cold roof
Area surround chimney
Spills out is the warm heating
Frosted dews melted there
 
?????
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????????
????????
?????????
?????????
????????
???????????????
 
I stare at there from my window
On top of neighbor roof
Then the treetops afar
Then the sky further afar
No rain no snow neither the storm
The weather forecast is not so accurate
And I have lost the instinct about weather as I did in old country
 
?????????
??????
?????????
?????
????????
 
A morning of frosted white dew in North America
There is no change of wind and cloud
Only the cold all over sky and soil
Force people to retreat
Inside the house with heating
 
?????
????
 
While on top of the house roof
White dew frosted
 
 
????
Poet sells houses
???
Oliver Hua
 
????
Poet sells houses
?????????????
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Doesn't it make the house to be poetic?
????
I don't know
?????
But I know
?????
Poet is also a person
???????
Also needs cloth food house and car
???????
Poem is something intangible something near your soul
?????
Material world
????????
Many times driving in the opposite direction with poetry
 
????
Poet so called
????????
A combination of poetry and person
????
The intangible of poetry
????
The material person
???????
Closely contradictive to each other
?????????
The top and the bottom of forms
?????????
A combination can only be followed
 
????
A poet sells houses
??????
A combination of flesh and soul
?????
The realty it sells
???????
Beatified poetically
?????????????
Injects the material realty the meaning of spirit
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I am taking the courses now, in the future, I want to work with a good real
estate brokerage that can give me good support, I don't mind to share more
commission with those who help me out.
 
??????????????
????????????
?????????
??????????????????
????????????????
????????????????
???????????????
??????????,????????????,??,?????????????,????????,??,?????????,??????????????
,????,???,????
????????:Haiqing Hua(?????????,???,????)
Email        6474680166toronto@
Cell          1-647-468-0166
WeChat  china-marketing-hua
 
Haiqing Hua
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Winter Comes
 
????
Winter comes
 
????
Winter comes
?????
Heating room
???????????
Feel no winters outside of the house
????????????
Heating has been turned on for over a month now
??????
Felt no winter
?????????
Even it is outside of the house
 
????????????
Even the weather kept telling there will be snow
????????????
And some places really snowed
??????
No snow in Toronto
????
Not even cold
??????\??
Many in their shirts, shorts
 
?????????
But I felt different today
????????
Thought no snow still
????????????
I know winter somewhere not far
??????????
It crawling and flying over there
 
??????
Until it gets dark
????
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As dark as night
?????????
Still no sign of snow
????????
Road starts secreting damps
???????
It starts foggy on my car windows
 
???????
Wiper doesn't work
??????????
All visions blurred
????????
All lights are also blurred
???????
The colors it reflects
????
Fantastic
 
Haiqing Hua
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Winter Leave Dances
 
?????
Winter leave dances
 
????????
Winter leaves dance at the entrance
???????
At the entrance of this lane
???????
Dark cloud seems like those during summer
?????
Winter leave dances
??????
As happy children
 
???????
Winter leaves are the memory of autumn
?????????
A season just passed by
???????
The autumn leaves gilding the time
????????????
Old time miens have all gone today
?????
A time of memory
????????
A time winter leave dances
 
??????
Winter leaves gathered in crowds
??????????????
As the bustling street groups of people
??????????
They quarreling and arguing with each other
???????
As the winter leaves here
????
So light as empty
?????
All gone with wind
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????????
Only me walking here
??????
See winter leave dances
????
So fluctuates my heart
??????
Pumping in high frequency
??????
But winter leaves know this not
?????
They are dancing
 
?????
Dancing madly crazy
????
Never stop
???????
As dream talking last night
???????
And the night before last night
?????
Every night
 
???????
When I talk during my dream
????
These winter leaves
????
Dance as usual
 
???????
COPYRIGHT OLIVER HUA
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Winter Snow
 
??
Winter snow
 
??????
Autumn leaves turning into past
??????
Winter snow becomes protagonist
????????
Where does winter snow come from?
????????
I think it is coming from winter
????????
Where does winter come from?
???,???????
About this, you need to ask seasons
 
??????
Winter comes with snow
???????
A winter with gallops of windy snow
????
Dark cloud up on the sky
????
Icy frost on the ground
????
A moody mist thickening
 
????
My mood is beyond the sky
????
My love is outside
????
Winter snow comes
????
You have not come back
 
?????
The songs of wrens
????
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Smoky remain
????
All kinds of all kinds
????
A full heart of joy
????
Even a regular journey
????
Still a longing day like a year!
 
Haiqing Hua
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Wound Finger
 
??
Wound finger
 
????????
Chopper hurt me by my finger
?????
It is my thumb
?????
On my left hand
????
Not the forefinger
??????
As cut off by a miller
??????
My old brother's forefinger
?????
On his left hand
 
??????
Wound touch not the nerves
????????
Unlike the amputated finger as my brother's
???????
He lost his finger
????
Rebirth not
??????
Only nerve remain
??????
Feel the severe loss of same kind
 
?????????
Often I hurt myself by my fingers
?????
Sometime it is forefinger
?????
Sometime it is middle finger
 
??
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Middle finger
????????
People often use it to curse
?????
I never use it
??????
At least not in the public
???????
Nor in front of kids
????????
An attitude toward life
?????????
Sometime you can only keep it to yourself
??????
Never to hurt those innocent
 
??????????
People use forefinger to direct
???????????
My brother only can use left hand now
????????
He doesn't like to direct
?????
He always listen
????
Never a word spoken
???????
Even his forefinger been cut off
?????
He has never cried
 
??????
What I have been hurt
???????
The thumb in my left hand
?????????
People often use thumb to praise
????????
Often the thumb on the right hands
?????
The thumb on left hand
?????????
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Often not used in the public
????
Remains quiet
 
Haiqing Hua
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Youth Never Grow Old With Such Wine In Your Cup
 
???????
Youth never grow old with such wine in your cup
???????,
Youth never grow old with such wine in your cup,
??????
Rather it is a travel of the past.
???,
A rebirth day,
???,????
Distant celebration, waiting another taking off.
 
????,
Dynasty governance tonight,
???,????
Roaming around in wonder, are all well and well.
???,????
All past and past, like in smoke like in malady.
???,???!
The happy moment, hands in hands.
 
Haiqing Hua
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???? February Record
 
????
February record
???
Oliver Hua
 
??????
February in Toronto
????????
Seemed winter has just arrived
????????
Although sunray as bright as spring
?????????
Cold wind and white snow
????????????
Warns those hurrying passengers on the road
???????????
Those in heavy coat
?????????????
I noticed there is no smile on their face
 
?????????
Toronto is too cold in February
???????????
Heating turned on in all the shopping malls
?????
It is Thursday today
??????????
Most of the people are working
?????
Students are in their school
?????????????
Most of those in the shopping mall are pensioners
???????????
Some of them reading newspaper in the library
????????????
Some of them sit on the bench in the shopping mall
????????
I didn't see if they are talking
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??????????????
I was only a looker when I took the after-lunch-walk there
?????????????????????
I often read all the publications in library when I took the after-lunch-walk there
?????
I want to know
??????????
The angle and vision of the concurrent paper media
??????????
I often learnt a great deal there
?????????
I wouldn't sit there reading
?????
I choose to stand
????????????
As I think standing makes reading faster
?????????????
And facts have repeatedly proven I was right
?????????
The vision I scanned
???????
Corrected my view
???????????
I feel these can improve me
 
????????????
A senior impressed me today
?????????
A Chinese senior lady
???????????????iPad
A young man sit opposite me watching iPad
???????
He is also a Chinese
????????????
Obviously the old lady has language problems
???????????
She pull out a piece of bill like paper
??????????????????
She asks that yob if it is about her tax return
????????????????
The yob looked at that piece of paper repeatedly
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????????
A long time passed
?????????
There is no solution
??????????
I know they met difficulties
?????????
So I said let me have a look
????????
The old lady walked by my side
??????????????
The problem thus solved in a few seconds
??????????
And I have also finished my reading
 
???????????????13750?????
Actually it is about a total of $13750 assistance notice
??????????
This number warms my heart
???????????????
I felt that Canadian governments really cares about the elderlies
???????????????
Therefore, I praise this government and love this country
 
????
February record
???
Oliver Hua
 
??????
????????
????????
?????????
????????????
???????????
?????????????
February in Toronto
Seemed winter has just arrived
Although sunray as bright as spring
Cold wind and white snow
Warns those hurrying passengers on the road
Those in heavy coat
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I noticed there is no smile on their face
 
?????????
???????????
?????
??????????
?????
?????????????
???????????
????????????
????????
Toronto is too cold in February
Heating turned on in all the shopping malls
It is Thursday today
Most of the people are working
Students are in their school
Most of those in the shopping mall are pensioners
Some of them reading newspaper in the library
Some of them sit on the bench in the shopping mall
I didn't see if they are talking
 
??????????????
?????????????????????
?????
??????????
??????????
?????????
?????
????????????
?????????????
?????????
???????
???????????
I was only a looker when I took the after-lunch-walk there
I often read all the publications in library when I took the after-lunch-walk there
I want to know
The angle and vision of the concurrent paper media
I often learnt a great deal there
I wouldn't sit there reading
I choose to stand
As I think standing makes reading faster
And facts have repeatedly proven I was right
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The vision I scanned
Corrected my view
I feel these can improve me
 
????????????
?????????
???????????????iPad
???????
????????????
???????????
??????????????????
????????????????
A senior impressed me today
A Chinese senior lady
A young man sit opposite me watching iPad
He is also a Chinese
Obviously the old lady has language problems
She pull out a piece of bill like paper
She asks that yob if it is about her tax return
The yob looked at that piece of paper repeatedly
 
????????
?????????
??????????
?????????
????????
??????????????
??????????
A long time passed
There is no solution
I know they met difficulties
So I said let me have a look
The old lady walked by my side
The problem thus solved in a few seconds
And I have also finished my reading
 
???????????????13750?????
??????????
???????????????
???????????????
Actually it is about a total of $13750 assistance notice
This number warms my heart
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I felt that Canadian governments really cares about the elderlies
Therefore, I praise this government and love this country
 
Haiqing Hua
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????????? The Dawn I Saw From Side Mirrors
 
?????????
The dawn I saw from side mirrors
 
?????????
From the mirrors I saw dawn today
????????
I drive out my car from Fawndale Crescent
????????????
This is a road I drive in and out many times a day
??????
An ordinary road
????????
If I don't start poem writing
?????????????
It may end with no attention from anyone
??????????????
Even the residents here would know nothing
 
?????????
Like me they also do it everyday
????????
Driving out and in many time a day
??????????????
Some of them don't even know the name of this road
??????????
Actually if they think carefully
????????????
They will remember the name of this road
?????????
One road connect their family
?????????
With the rest of this city
 
??,??????????
But, it seems that they don't care about the name of the road
??????????????
As many of them not even speak English
??????????
Not to mention the name of the roads
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?????????????
People come to this country from all over the world
 
????
Blood colored dawn
????
Dark colored dusk
??????
All those rosy clouds casting
?????????
Always a hurried journey unable to hide
????????
Not even do as I did
????????
From the mirrors to see dawn today
 
?????????????
Actually I can see dawn when I left home
??????????
But I didn't pay attention at that moment
?????????
The speed that time is worthwhile
??????
Children arrived school
????
On time
 
?????
When I drive back
??????
From the side mirrors
???????
I saw the dawn arises
??????
Hope has also arisen
 
 
???????
COPYRIGHT OLIVER HUA
 
Haiqing Hua
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???? A Sun As Blue As Winter
 
????
A sun as blue as winter
???
Oliver Hua
 
??????
Today's sun is as blue as winter
?????????
Like this splendid sunshine I watch by the window
??????????
Watch winter sunlight shining the world
?????????
What a wonderful world
???????????
Under this tranquil as blue of a winter sun
????
My mood is as blue
???????
As this splendid blue sky
 
????
The blue of this winter sun
??????
Brisk lubricate sweetly soft
????
It melt as soon as inside your mouth
????????
As spring flower smells fragrance
???????
Nostril filled fragrance of the spring flower
???????????
Blossom in such clear sky of winter sun shining as blue
?????
As blue a mood
????
Just at this fundamental moment
 
????
The blue of this winter sun
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???????????
Remains me those already long passed
?????
Splendid moments in a childhood long passed
 
 
????
A sun as blue as winter
???
Oliver Hua
 
??????
?????????
??????????
?????????
???????????
????
???????
Today's sun is as blue as winter
Like this splendid sunshine I watch by the window
Watch winter sunlight shining the world
What a wonderful world
Under this tranquil as blue of a winter sun
My mood is as blue
As this splendid blue sky
 
????
??????
????
????????
???????
???????????
?????
????
 
The blue of this winter sun
Brisk lubricate sweetly soft
It melt as soon as inside your mouth
As spring flower smells fragrance
Nostril filled fragrance of the spring flower
Blossom in such clear sky of winter sun shining as blue
As blue a mood
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Just at this fundamental moment
 
????
???????????
?????
 
The blue of this winter sun
Remains me those already long passed
Splendid moments in a childhood long passed
 
?????????????,????????????,???????????????,????????????
I am a real estate sales person in Toronto, if you ever need this service, please
contact me: thank you.
 
Haiqing Hua
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???? Freezing Heart Freezing Rain
 
????
Freezing heart freezing rain
???
Oliver Hua
 
?????
It's a season with freezing rain
?????????
A freezing temperature drifting
??????
Drifting freezing season
???????
The memories are all stored inside a freezer
???????
Turn it into a freezing heart
????
Coldness appearance
????
History in heart
 
????
History in heart
???????
The memories cannot be frozen
????
Dropped down from heaven
????
All matters frozen
?????
The light broke through
????
The water of highest virtue
?????
In the moment of freezing point
????
Crystalized turning ices
 
????
The heart is virtuous as the water
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????
It frozen and become ice
?????
The night of freezing rain
??????
Heart pausing as ice cracking
????
Freezing heart freezing rain
???
Oliver Hua
 
?????
?????????
??????
???????
???????
????
????
It's a season with freezing rain
A freezing temperature drifting
Drifting freezing season
The memories are all stored inside a freezer
Turn it into a freezing heart
Coldness appearance
History in heart
 
????
???????
????
????
?????
????
?????
????
History in heart
The memories cannot be frozen
Dropped down from heaven
All matters frozen
The light broke through
The water of highest virtue
In the moment of freezing point
Crystalized turning ices
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????
????
?????
??????
The heart is virtuous as the water
It frozen and become ice
The night of freezing rain
Heart pausing as ice cracking
 
Haiqing Hua
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???? A Love Towards Heart
 
????
A love towards heart
???
Oliver Hua
 
????
Those returners
????
Return towards heart
????
A love towards heart
??????
As sunrays in a bright day
????????
Unripe fruits on the tree twigs
??????
So heavily rich
????
The fruit of love
????
Never mind what kind of season
 
????
A love towards heart
????
Take the word away
?????
The fruit of years and months
???????
A time, endless flow
???????
Across the space between continents
???????
Those broken scattered memory
???????????
All painted with the color of change
 
?????
Changes over space and time
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????
Completely different than it was before
????
A love towards heart
???????
Ever deeper towards inside the heart
 
????
A love towards heart
???
Oliver Hua
 
????
????
????
??????
????????
??????
????
????
Those returners
Return towards heart
A love towards heart
As sunrays in a bright day
Unripe fruits on the tree twigs
So heavily rich
The fruit of love
Never mind what kind of season
 
????
????
?????
???????
???????
???????
???????????
A love towards heart
Take the word away
The fruit of years and months
A time, endless flow
Across the space between continents
Those broken scattered memory
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All painted with the color of change
 
?????
????
????
???????
Changes over space and time
Completely different than it was before
A love towards heart
Ever deeper towards inside the heart
 
Haiqing Hua
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??????  ???
 
??????
 
?????? ???
 
	??,???,???????????,?????????,??????,??????????????????,?????????,?????????????
?????,????????????????????????,?????????,??????????????????,??????????
	??,????????,?????????,???????,??????????,????????????,????????????????,???????
????,????????????????????????????????????,???????
	???????,????????????????????,?????????????,??????,???????????????????,???????
?,???,??????????,???????,?????,??????,????????,?????
	?????????,???????,????,???????,????????????????????,????????????????????,????
?,????,?????????????????????????????????????????????????
 
	??,???????,???????????????,???????????????,??????,???????,???????????????????
,???????????,????????,??????????,???????????,?????????????,???????????
 
	?????,????,?????????,??????????????????????,?????????????,???????,?????,??????
?????????,????,????,??????????????,????????,????,???????
 
	????????????,????,???????????????????????????,??????????????????????????????
,???????????????????????????,????,?????????,???,????,?????????,???????????????
??????????????????????
 
	????????,????????????????,??????????????????,???????,???????????,????????????
???????????????
 
???????????,????????,?????????????????,??????????,?????????????????,?????????
?????????,???????,?????
 
	??????,????????????,????????,???????,??????????????,???????????????????????,?
????????
 
??????,?????????,????,??????,?????,????????????,?????,????????,???????,???????
,????,??????????
 
Haiqing Hua
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????? Walking On The Edge
 
?????
Walking on the edge
???
Oliver Hua
 
?????
Walking on the edge
??????????
More cautious than walking on thin ices
?????
Rigid and cliffy
?????
Walking on edge
???????
Actually cannot wave with the wind
????????
Sometime must act against the current
 
????
Winter begins like a winter
?????????
Windy rainy dreary and cold
???????
Even rains those days
??????
Mingles with spring summer and autumn
???????
An unseasonal days
???????
An unseasonal mood
 
????????
Those walking on edges
????
Roaming with no boundaries
???????
Time that never stays
???????
A blink turns to eternal
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????????
The river called forgotten water
?????????
The time walking on edges
????????
Swallowed by so many heroes
 
?????
Walking on edges
????????
Walking for ages
 
 
?????
Walking on the edge
???
Oliver Hua
 
?????
??????????
?????
?????
???????
????????
 
Walking on the edge
More cautious than walking on thin ices
Rigid and cliffy
Walking on edge
Actually cannot wave with the wind
Sometime must act against the current
 
????
?????????
???????
??????
???????
???????
 
Winter begins like a winter
Windy rainy dreary and cold
Even rains those days
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Mingles with spring summer and autumn
An unseasonal days
An unseasonal mood
 
????????
????
???????
???????
????????
?????????
????????
 
Those walking on edges
Roaming with no boundaries
Time that never stays
A blink turns to eternal
The river called forgotten water
The time walking on edges
Swallowed by so many heroes
 
?????
????????
 
Walking on edges
Walking for ages
 
Haiqing Hua
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???? Quiet And Quiet
 
????
Quiet and quiet
 
????????
Time rushing over, take it easy
????????
Quiet and quiet, slowly move forward
??????
You must be strong internally
????????
No need to blow horns
?????????
Next week the class begins
???????????
Quietly listen to what they have to say
????
Money has been paid
????
The future determined
????????
Take the exam as time permits
???????
Prepare for the future
????????
Past battle passed
???????
It is a time to prepare
 
?????
Life has passed half of it
???????
Still cannot stop
????????
Winter spring summer autumn
?????????
Four seasons of the year
????????
Rotating with no beginning nor ending
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??????????
For personal life there is both beginning and ending
??????
World has no beginning nor ending
????
At your birth
??????
What you have seen
???????
Already there
??????
Don't know where it come from
??????
Don't know to where it go
???????
Quiet and quiet time
???????
Quiet and quiet world
?????
Quiet and quiet
??????
Write a poem when you have time
???????
Quiet and quiet write
????????
Poem is the memory of human kind
????
You write it down
????
Someone will listen
?????
Take it easy
????????
Everything will be fine
??
It is true
????
Please trust in me
????
Or trust
?????
He who created us
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???????
COPYRIGHT OLIVER HUA
 
Haiqing Hua
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???? Snow The Cold Lake Has
 
????
Snow the cold lake has
???????
On the cold lake bank, snow stays
??????
White snow on the lake bank
????
Filled the heart fields
???????
As white condolence
?????
As canopy hanging from sky
?????
After snow stops
????????
There is no galloping horses from ancient time
 
?????
Snow in my childhood
???????
Forever stays in the old country
?????
The yellow soil all around
??????
Covered with white snow
???
White snow white
???
Yellow soil yellow
?????
Same snow color
?????
Very different soil
 
????
The water and soil in one place
??????????
Different people can grow
???????????
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In the seasons with or without snow
?????
Floating over towards all directions
?????????????
As snow this winter in Toronto cold lake
??
Floating
 
?????????
I know soil doesn't float
????????
Even cold lake float not
???????
Only this immortal snow
?????????
Are you coming from my old country?
 
Haiqing Hua
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???? Slow Is Regimen
 
?
Slow
 
???????
When your reach a certain age
??????
Health begin to decay
????
You must take it easy
???
Take it easy
 
???????
The sun rises everyday
????
Sunshine is so warm
????
Why worry
 
??????
You get up from your bed
???
Take it easy
???
Take a deep breath
???????
Absorb oxygen as much as you can
??????
Exhale carbon dioxide
 
?????
You doing this
????
Do it for one minute
???????
Until you really woke up
???????????
Start to remember what day is today
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??????????
It is not important what day is today
?????????????
The key is today comes as usual
???????
This is a good news
??????
A good news so huge
 
????
You come slowly
????
As long as you come
??????
As the soup slowly skewed
????
Taste it slowly
???
Slowly
 
??????
Time flows not any slower
??????
Life flows not any slower
???????
We can be a little bit slower
???????
Even we get lower salary
????????
We must work slowly
???????
Because slow is regimen
 
?????????
YANGSHENG is a Chinese concept
?????????????regimen
What I can find is regimen in English
??????????
That is a concept in Middle English
??????regere???
A word come from Latin regere
??????
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Means to rule
 
?????????
So I say to rule needs to be slow
????????
As God who rules us
??????????
He patiently slowly waiting for us
??
To change
 
????
Slow is regimen
 
?????? ???
	
	?????????,???????????????????????,????????????????????,?????????,?????,?????
,?????????????????????????????,???:???????,???,?????
????????????????,??????????,?????,?????????:Preserve one's health?? nourishing
of life??keep in good health????????,??????????????,??????????????????????????
??????regimen,???????regere????,???to rule,?????????a prescribed course of
medical treatment, way of life, or diet for the promotion or restoration of health?
???
?????????????????,???regimen???,??????????,?????regimen??????the rule of life?
regimen????(synonym)?????????:
care	??
carrying on	??
channels	??
charge	??
control	??
direction	??
execution	??
guidance	??
handling	??
intendance	??
leadership	??
management	??
manipulation	??
organization	??
oversight	??
plan	??
policy	??
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posture	??
red tape????
regimen	??
regulation	??
rule	??
running	??
strategy	??
superintendence
supervision	??
tactics	??
transaction	??
treatment	??
wielding	??
 
	?????,?????????????,????????????,??,????????,?????????????????,??????????????
??????????,??????????,???????synonym??????????????????
	????????????????,????????,??????????????????:&quot;????,????????,????,????,??
??,????,????,????,????,?????&quot;?????????regimen?synonym???,?????????????
?????????????????????
	??????,??????????????,???????????????????,???????????????,????????,??????????
,????,????????????,??????,????,???,?????????????,????????,??????,??????,???????
????
	????,????,????????????????????????????,??????????????????????????,???????????
???????????????,??????????????????????????,?????????????????????????????????
?????,???????
	?????,??????,??????????,??????,??????,??????????
 
??????,?????
??? 6474680166toronto@
????,?????
 
 
 
?
Slow
 
???????
When your reach a certain age
??????
Health begin to decay
????
You must take it easy
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???
Take it easy
 
???????
The sun rises everyday
????
Sunshine is so warm
????
Why worry
 
??????
You get up from your bed
???
Take it easy
???
Take a deep breath
???????
Absorb oxygen as much as you can
??????
Exhale carbon dioxide
 
?????
You doing this
????
Do it for one minute
???????
Until you really woke up
???????????
Start to remember what day is today
 
??????????
It is not important what day is today
?????????????
The key is today comes as usual
???????
This is a good news
??????
A good news so huge
 
????
You come slowly
????
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As long as you come
??????
As the soup slowly skewed
????
Taste it slowly
???
Slowly
 
??????
Time flows not any slower
??????
Life flows not any slower
???????
We can be a little bit slower
???????
Even we get lower salary
????????
We must work slowly
???????
Because slow is regimen
 
?????????
YANGSHENG is a Chinese concept
?????????????regimen
What I can find is regimen in English
??????????
That is a concept in Middle English
??????regere???
A word come from Latin regere
??????
Means to rule
 
?????????
So I say to rule needs to be slow
????????
As God who rules us
??????????
He patiently slowly waiting for us
??
To change
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???????
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Haiqing Hua
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?? Hand Wash
 
?????????
 
?????? ???
	
??????????????????,?????????,?????????????????????????????????,????,????????
,????????????
?????,????????,??,???????,?????????,???????????,???????,?????????????????????
,?????????,?????
??????????,??????????,??????,??????;?????????,?????????,??????????;???????,???
???,??????,???????;??????????,???????????,??????????????????
???????????????,?????,?????????,??????,?????????,?????????????????????,??????
???????????????????,??????,???????????????,?????????????
????????four piece bathroom???????????,????????????????????????????????,????
??,????????????,??,???????,??????????????????,???????,??,?????,???????????????
?
????????????,????,?????????????,????????????,????????????????,??????????,????
???????,???????????????????????,??????? ????,?????????????????,????????????
????????,????????????????????,????????????,??????????,?????????????????,?????
????,????????????????????
?????????????,??????????,???????????,????????????????????,??,???????????????
,????,?????????????,??????????????;??,???????????,???????????????????,???????
?;??,????????????,??,?????????????????,???????,??????,??????????,???????????;?
?,???????,??????????,??????????????,??????,?????
?????,??????,????????,???????????,????????????,?????????,????????,??????????,?
?,????????,????,?????????????????,???????,???,???????,????????????,?????
????????????,??????????,?????????,???????????,???????????????,????????????,??
???????,????????,?????????????????,???????????,??????????
	
 
	???????,?????
??? 6474680166toronto@
????,?????
 
 
 
??
Hand wash
 
?????????
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For some clothes, they must be hand washed
??????????
Hand wash is one of the ancient technique
???????????
As there was no washing machine then
???????????????????
Rich people sent clothes to those who wash
?????????
Hand wash become a kind of business
????????
Just as the laundry mart
????
The business developed in full swing
 
??????
Those royal nobles
?????????
Employed servants specially for cloth washing
????????
From their beautiful clothes
??????????
You can see their taste
?????????
Not only the taste of tailor
??????????
But also the taste of hand wash
 
????????
Actually, ancient time was short of resources
????????
There were not a lot of cloths
????????
Even when I was little
??????????
A time treated spirit with supremacy
??????
Even now
?????????
Cloth presenting people's status
 
?????????
The cleanness and neatness
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????????
Means a lot of laboring
??????????
Hand wash is a kind of traditional laboring
??????
Actually also include ironing
????
As well as hanging to dry
 
?????????
Time is continuously making progress
???????????
Washing machine is an important invention
??????????
People don't need to wash cloths with hands
??????????????
They started to lose this ancient technique
 
??????
However, for some clothes
?????
You must wash them with hands
 
???????
COPYRIGHT OLIVER HUA
 
Haiqing Hua
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??????? The Invisible Old Lanterns
 
???????
The invisible old lanterns
???
Oliver Hua
 
????
Tonight in old country
????
Flame tree silver flower
????
Spring moon rounded
????
Incessant cars endless passengers
 
?????
Brothers pasting from afar
?????
Told me the plum has passed flowering
????
A sky full of lantern bright
?????
Regret no return date
????????
Missed so much harmonious reunion
 
????
Travelers left residence
????
Pretty cloud turning old frost
???????
Even casting with iron and stone
???????
Tears flow as the running river
 
?????
Flying snow filling all over the sky
???????
Red dress, blusher fragrance
????????
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Artful smile giggling words beautiful eyes turning around
???,???!
That is my old country day of lantern!
 
???????
The invisible old lanterns
???
Oliver Hua
 
????
????
????
????
Tonight in old country
Flame tree silver flower
Spring moon rounded
Incessant cars endless passengers
 
?????
?????
????
?????
????????
Brothers pasting from afar
Told me the plum has passed flowering
A sky full of lantern bright
Regret no return date
Missed so much harmonious reunion
 
????
????
???????
???????
 
?????
???????
????????
???,???!
Travelers left residence
Pretty cloud turning old frost
Even casting with iron and stone
Tears flow as the running river
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Flying snow filling all over the sky
Red dress, blusher fragrance
Artful smile giggling words beautiful eyes turning around
That is my old country day of lantern!
 
Haiqing Hua
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???? The Side Of Old Country
 
????
The side of old country
???
Oliver Hua
 
????
This moment in old country
????????
All talents woke as a gushing sunrise
?????
The beginning of North America evening
????
In absolute silence
????
A night of cold winter
????????????
Made the streets shopping malls and neighborhood communities
?????
All closed too early
 
???????
Restaurants scattered as evening star
?????????
The bustling of spring and summer is absent
?????????
The time for this Chinese New Year in old country
???????????
Although Chinese merchandisers trying their best to elaborate
????????????????
Incomparable with the uproar of even the remote town in old country
???????
Christmas and solar-based New Year
??????????
Dominated Chinese communities in North America
??????
While the bustling hustling of older country
??????????
Isolated on the other side of this century
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???????
Actually the internal experience
???????????
About New Year old country and old country New Year
????????
Has been changed with times
????
The side of old country
???????????
Has already turned out a complete new world
 
 
????
The side of old country
???
Oliver Hua
 
????
????????
?????
????
????
????????????
?????
This moment in old country
All talents woke as a gushing sunrise
The beginning of North America evening
In absolute silence
A night of cold winter
Made the streets shopping malls and neighborhood communities
All closed too early
 
???????
?????????
?????????
???????????
????????????????
???????
??????????
??????
??????????
Restaurants scattered as evening star
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The bustling of spring and summer is absent
The time for this Chinese New Year in old country
Although Chinese merchandisers trying their best to elaborate
Incomparable with the uproar of even the remote town in old country
Christmas and solar-based New Year
Dominated Chinese communities in North America
While the bustling hustling of older country
Isolated on the other side of this century
 
???????????
????????
????
???????????
???????
Actually the internal experience
About New Year old country and old country New Year
Has been changed with times
The side of old country
Has already turned out a complete new world
 
 
 
?????????????,????????????,???????????????,????????????
I am a real estate sales person in Toronto, if you ever need this service, please
contact me:  thank you.
 
Haiqing Hua
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???? Evening Age Of Forestry
 
????
Evening age of forestry
???
Oliver Hua
 
?????
Observing the evening age of forestry
????????
There is no time for cold snow to melt
??????
Time elapses like the evening
?????????
As forest evening in North America Frigid Zone
???????
Layers by layers of forestry evenings
????????
The forestry evening covered by cold snow
????????
Evening age of forestry, a reluctant witness of passing time
 
?????????
Where the sunray climbed and crawled
????????
Animal world vigorously filled
???????
Where hope climbs up
????????
As the cooking smoke of those explorers
???????
Those immigrant travellers across nations
???????
A dangerous place entered a risk of death
????
The evening age of forestry
????
Curling up as the cooking smoke
??????
Cooking the food of life
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????
The evening age of forestry
???????
The North American spirit hanging forever
 
????
Evening age of forestry
???
Oliver Hua
 
?????
????????
??????
?????????
???????
????????
????????
 
Observing the evening age of forestry
There is no time for cold snow to melt
Time elapses like the evening
As forest evening in North America Frigid Zone
Layers by layers of forestry evenings
The forestry evening covered by cold snow
Evening age of forestry, a reluctant witness of passing time
 
?????????
????????
???????
????????
???????
???????
????
????
??????
 
Where the sunray climbed and crawled
Animal world vigorously filled
Where hope climbs up
As the cooking smoke of those explorers
Those immigrant travellers across nations
A dangerous place entered a risk of death
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The evening age of forestry
Curling up as the cooking smoke
Cooking the food of life
 
????
???????
 
The evening age of forestry
The North American spirit hanging forever
 
Haiqing Hua
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?? Fine Snow
 
???????
The misty rain in summer
?????????
During the winter in Toronto
?????????
Became so fine snow like dust
????????????
You can call such snow as snow dust
????????
This kind of snow is more lithe and graceful
?????
Dance in the air
???????
As drama on stage
 
?????
Fine snow as dusty dirt
?????????
Any slight poppling of air
?????????
Can cause these fine snow to fluctuate
????????????
Where more close to North Pole in North America
???????????
Instant breath can turn out to be fine snow
 
????
Mouth to mouth spreading
??????????
Every solidified instance of breath
???????
The information it spreading
????????
Are all true and cold
????
Moist matters
????????
Cannot turn out to be the mystery fogs
???????
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They can become such fine snow
?????
White and cold
 
?????????????
Fine snow dancing inside seasons in Toronto
???????
Any misty mood
????????
Can be solidified as fine snow
??????????
And on top of the rigid frozen earth layer
????
Piled up in mountains
 
??
Fine snow
???
Oliver Hua
 
???????
?????????
?????????
????????????
????????
?????
???????
 
The misty rain in summer
During the winter in Toronto
Became so fine snow like dust
You can call such snow as snow dust
This kind of snow is more lithe and graceful
Dance in the air
As drama on stage
 
?????
?????????
?????????
????????????
???????????
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Fine snow as dusty dirt
Any slight poppling of air
Can cause these fine snow to fluctuate
Where more close to North Pole in North America
Instant breath can turn out to be fine snow
 
????
??????????
???????
????????
????
????????
???????
?????
 
Mouth to mouth spreading
Every solidified instance of breath
The information it spreading
Are all true and cold
Moist matters
Cannot turn out to be the mystery fogs
They can become such fine snow
White and cold
 
?????????????
???????
????????
??????????
????
 
Fine snow dancing inside seasons in Toronto
Any misty mood
Can be solidified as fine snow
And on top of the rigid frozen earth layer
Piled up in mountains
 
Haiqing Hua
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?? Languages
 
?? Languages
 
????????
Between this language and that language
????
I got lost
??????????
It is not necessary, the word
????????
I must find that word
??????
That word is very important
???????
I cannot afford to have lost it
?????
They are talking
???,?????????????
I know, they actually don't know what they are talking about
??,????
However, I can hear
????
Some sounds
??????
Maybe not the language
???????
We may understand
??????
Just this
????
Amazes me
???,????
Some words, dropped onto the ground
????????
I know what they mean
??????
But I dare not to say
????
This is it for now
???????????
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Actually, I can continue to talk like this
????????
I have a lot to say
??,???
However, I am sleepy
??
Good night
 
Haiqing Hua
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???? The Reading Of History
 
????
The reading of history
???
Oliver Hua
 
?????????
Read some histories if you have time
??????????????
As when I finish my real estate introduction exam
???????
I like read some books
??????????
Also read some interesting stories in WeChat
??????????APP
A most popular APP amongst Chinese
??????????
Where many gossips floating
????????
As the fine rains during this winter month
 
?????????????
Today, I read again the stories of last century
???????????????
The stories about red baron has always attracted my attention
?????????????????
As well the stories about the barons before those red barons
???????
The history of century long struggles
 
??????????
During my childhood ignorant and knowing nothing
??????????????
In the closet on top left side of wardrob
?????????
A carbine pistol with bullet loaded
????????
Has already got me so thrilled
 
?????????
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Guards and solders by the entrance
????????????
Use to make me feel as a prince
???????
Red flag and Warsaw
?????????????
Use to represent a noble position
 
??????????
The history I read today after the exam
?????????????????????
About the story of a baron daughter married a proletariat revolutionary
?????????????????
A story use to be full of romance and emotions
 
??????????????
The baron daughter has reached her nineties
??????????????????
Her father committed suicide by drinking the poison from ruby embedded ring
????????????
This event stays deep in her heart
??????
Until this old age
 
???????????
This kind of history shivered me even with no cold
??????????????
Never mind it is the cold winter in this North America continent
??????????????
Some side effects may happen to you when you read history
??????????
When gradually conspiracy and secrete gradually exposed one by one
??????
You may begin to question
 
????????
Even the elites of today
?????????
Those powerful and rich
???????????????
Especially those with ruby embedded rings
????????
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Often I can related to
?????????
All kinds of poisons that can be swallowed in one gulp
????
The reading of history
???
Oliver Hua
 
?????????
??????????????
???????
??????????
??????????APP
??????????
????????
Read some histories if you have time
As when I finish my real estate introduction exam
I like read some books
Also read some interesting stories in WeChat
A most popular APP amongst Chinese
Where many gossips floating
As the fine rains during this winter month
 
?????????????
???????????????
?????????????????
???????
Today, I read again the stories of last century
The stories about red baron has always attracted my attention
As well the stories about the barons before those red barons
The history of century long struggles
 
??????????
??????????????
?????????
????????
During my childhood ignorant and knowing nothing
In the closet on top left side of wardrob
A carbine pistol with bullet loaded
Has already got me so thrilled
 
?????????
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????????????
???????
?????????????
Guards and solders by the entrance
Use to make me feel as a prince
Red flag and Warsaw
Use to represent a noble position
 
??????????
?????????????????????
?????????????????
The history I read today after the exam
About the story of a baron daughter married a proletariat revolutionary
A story use to be full of romance and emotions
 
??????????????
??????????????????
????????????
??????
The baron daughter has reached her nineties
Her father committed suicide by drinking the poison from ruby embedded ring
This event stays deep in her heart
Until this old age
 
???????????
??????????????
??????????????
??????????
??????
This kind of history shivered me even with no cold
Never mind it is the cold winter in this North America continent
Some side effects may happen to you when you read history
When gradually conspiracy and secrete gradually exposed one by one
You may begin to question
 
????????
?????????
???????????????
????????
?????????
Even the elites of today
Those powerful and rich
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Especially those with ruby embedded rings
Often I can related to
All kinds of poisons that can be swallowed in one gulp
 
 
 
?????????????,????????????,???????????????,????????????
I am a real estate sales person in Toronto, if you ever need this service, please
contact me:  thank you.
 
Haiqing Hua
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??????
 
??????
 
 
            ??????????,??????????,??????face,???????lose face???faceless???,???????
??,??????????????????,? ???????,?????,????????????????
            ?????,???????????????????????????,??????????????, ??????????????,????
???,?????,???????????????,???? ????,?????
            ??,????????,?????,???????????????????????,??????? ????,?????,?????????
???????,?????????????,??????? ???????????????????
????,??????????????,?????? ??????,??????????????,????????????????????,???,?? ?
?????????,showing your face???????
?????????????????:Gate Face??????(???),??,??????????face,??face????,???? ??,??
?????????????????????,??????,????,?????????? ??????
??????,??,????????????????????????????? ?????????????????,????????,??????????
??????,????? ????
??,??????,?????,????????,????,??????????? ???????,????????????????????:???????
????????????? ?
????????????,????????,???????,???,?????????? ?,????????????????????????,??????
????,??????????? ,???????
???????????,?????????????,??????,???? ?????,??????????
??? 6474680166toronto@
????,?????
 
 
??:
 
??
Gate face
 
?????????
Gate face is a Chinese concept
????????
We can only translate it like so
????
Just as Guanxi
???????
A simple word
?????
When observe from surface
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?????
It means relationship
?????????
But the deep meaning of Guanxi
?????????
Noted by English people
??????????
So they created this word
 
??????
Menmian is also
???????
Gate face is the surface
??????
It has deep meanings
????????????
English people may not notice
????
So I say
?????????
Many works not completed
????????
Many even has not started
 
?????
China and world
???????
How much misunderstanding by the end of the day
???????
What I understand is limited
??????????
I think there will be nobody can understand completely
???????????
I only can work within personal capacity
?????????
To expose some side faces
??????
Culture is a thing
????????
Actually not that simple
 
???????
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But Menmian or gate face is very important
??????????
If misunderstood this word
???????
You may misread China
??????
And up to now
????????????
I have not seen Menmian standard English version
????
I really doubt
??????????
If we are all misunderstood
 
?????
Gate face is very important
????????
It can be your clothes
?????????
It can be your language
?????
Really important
 
 
 
 
???????
COPYRIGHT OLIVER HUA
 
Haiqing Hua
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?? Gate Face
 
??
Gate face
 
?????????
Gate face is a Chinese concept
????????
We can only translate it like so
????
Just as Guanxi
???????
A simple word
?????
When observe from surface
?????
It means relationship
?????????
But the deep meaning of Guanxi
?????????
Noted by English people
??????????
So they created this word
 
??????
Menmian is also
???????
Gate face is the surface
??????
It has deep meanings
????????????
English people may not notice
????
So I say
?????????
Many works not completed
????????
Many even has not started
 
?????
China and world
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???????
How much misunderstanding by the end of the day
???????
What I understand is limited
??????????
I think there will be nobody can understand completely
???????????
I only can work within personal capacity
?????????
To expose some side faces
??????
Culture is a thing
????????
Actually not that simple
 
???????
But Menmian or gate face is very important
??????????
If misunderstood this word
???????
You may misread China
??????
And up to now
????????????
I have not seen Menmian standard English version
????
I really doubt
??????????
If we are all misunderstood
 
?????
Gate face is very important
????????
It can be your clothes
?????????
It can be your language
?????
Really important
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COPYRIGHT OLIVER HUA
 
Haiqing Hua
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????? Youth Twig With Snow
 
???
Oliver Hua
 
??????
The winter of holidays
?????????
The best to see tranquil snow drifting
???????
All the twigs in the yards front and back
????
Full of falling snows
????????
Concealed the luxuriant spring and summer
?????
Concealed the prime youth
????
Prime as the spring
 
?????
Winter in North America
??????
Each and every breath
???????
All is so deliciously delicacy
????
So delicate
??????
All those unhappy moments
????????
All gone with winds and snows
???????
Includes the sorrow inside
 
????
Prime youth as sorrow
????
In weeping and in complaint
???????
Prime youth also as so easy turning old
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????
The youth hair turning grey as snow
????
Drifting down
????
Upon the twigs
 
??????
The winter of holidays
?????????
On the twigs in the yards front and back
???
Full of the falling
?????
Drifting winter snow
???????
Those prime youth time unconcealed
????
Drifting in great strength and vigour
????????????
As the prime youthful snow concealed all the past!
 
Haiqing Hua
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?? Morning Snow
 
????
The dusk line of morning snow
????
The earth and heaven in unison
????????
The vast road so slender to remote distance
????
The tranquility of my heart
??????????
In peace with those morning snow all over sky and fields
 
???????
Moved by this dusk line of morning snow
??????????
Moved by the first imprint of early driving
????
This morning snow
???????
I wonder when it started
?????
A night sleep of winter
????????
Woke in this vast snow morning
 
????
My heart so woke up
????????
Remembered among this snow morning heaven and earth
?????
Remembered slowly gradually
?????
The past has gone for thousand years
?????????
The snow morning in North America after thousand years
?????????????
Remembered not only the mourning for the past
 
?????
People who woke up in the early morning
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????????????
The first imprint of early driving on the snow of this snow morning
??????????
Those are the endeavour for the distance of this snow morning
????
The distance of snow morning
????
A distance seems you can never reach
 
??
Morning snow
???
Oliver Hua
 
????
????
????????
????
??????????
 
The dusk line of morning snow
The earth and heaven in unison
The vast road so slender to remote distance
The tranquility of my heart
In peace with those morning snow all over sky and fields
 
???????
??????????
????
???????
?????
????????
 
Moved by this dusk line of morning snow
Moved by the first imprint of early driving
This morning snow
I wonder when it started
A night sleep of winter
Woke in this vast snow morning
 
????
????????
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?????
?????
?????????
?????????????
 
My heart so woke up
Remembered among this snow morning heaven and earth
Remembered slowly gradually
The past has gone for thousand years
The snow morning in North America after thousand years
Remembered not only the mourning for the past
 
?????
????????????
??????????
????
????
 
People who woke up in the early morning
The first imprint of early driving on the snow of this snow morning
Those are the endeavour for the distance of this snow morning
The distance of snow morning
A distance seems you can never reach
 
Haiqing Hua
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???? Zero Degree Rains
 
????
Zero degree rains
???
Oliver Hua
 
????
Rain of zero degree
?????????
A temperature of winter rain in temperate zones
??????
Rigid ice cold wet and slippery
??????
Makes every time driving out
????????
Becomes a difficult journey
????????????
The zero degree rain in Toronto winter this evening
??????????
Light shadow and color it reflects
????
Wrapped in mystery
 
??????
Drifting of this zero degree rain
???????
The sound it hits ground
????????
Is different from rains in summer and spring
??????
Color is also different
????????
Not to mention this cold of zero degree
??????
Remaining snow melting not
???????
Those snow melted
??????
Most of them frozen and become ice
????
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Black ice
 
?????????
Until the pouring of zero degree rain water
??????????
Dialyzed are those ice chips
????????
Under this dim street lamp
????
Hesitantly speaks
????????????
A dialogue full of an abnormal seasons
????
Zero degree rains
???
Oliver Hua
 
????
?????????
??????
??????
????????
????????????
??????????
????
Rain of zero degree
A temperature of winter rain in temperate zones
Rigid ice cold wet and slippery
Makes every time driving out
Becomes a difficult journey
The zero degree rain in Toronto winter this evening
Light shadow and color it reflects
Wrapped in mystery
 
??????
???????
????????
??????
????????
??????
???????
??????
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????
Drifting of this zero degree rain
The sound it hits ground
Is different from rains in summer and spring
Color is also different
Not to mention this cold of zero degree
Remaining snow melting not
Those snow melted
Most of them frozen and become ice
Black ice
 
?????????
??????????
????????
????
????????????
Until the pouring of zero degree rain water
Dialyzed are those ice chips
Under this dim street lamp
Hesitantly speaks
A dialogue full of an abnormal seasons
 
?????????????,????????????,???????????????,???????????
I am a real estate sales person in Toronto, if you ever need this service, please
contact me:  thank you.
 
Haiqing Hua
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???? Wind & Rain Passed
 
????
Wind & rain passed
 
??????
Winter rain in Toronto
????
Quietly spraying
???
Wind blowing waving
????
All grasses rustling
????
Dark cloud densely sealed the sky
????
Sunshine fading out
????
A time of sorrow cold
????
Heating is so rich
 
????
Beauty went out
????
Children are inside house
?????
Boy is outside too
????
My daughter has all the noble characters
????
Sometime piano plays
????
A sound of eternity
 
????
Windy rain has passed
???????
Weather has not yet turned to bright
????
My mood like so
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????????
As the brilliance behind the cloud
????
Beyond the cloud
??????
All thoughts we could
 
??????
Winter rain in Toronto
?????
Quietly falling
????
Although the yearly cold
?????
But reminds me
?????
The warms of spring
 
???????
COPYRIGHT OLIVER HUA
 
Haiqing Hua
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